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Abstract Pore pressure reduction in sandstone reservoirs generally leads to small elastic plus inelastic
strains. These small strains (0.1%–1.0% in total) may lead to surface subsidence and induced seismicity. In
current geomechanical models, the inelastic component is usually neglected, though its contribution to
stress‐strain behavior is poorly constrained. To help bridge this gap, we performed deviatoric and hydrostatic
stress cycling experiments on Slochteren sandstone samples from the seismogenic Groningen gas field in
the Netherlands. We explored in situ conditions of temperature (T = 100 °C) and pore fluid chemistry,
porosities of 13% to 26% and effective confining pressures (≤320 MPa) and differential stresses (≤135 MPa)
covering and exceeding those relevant to producing fields. We show that at all stages of deformation,
including those relevant to producing reservoirs, 30%–50% of the total strain measured is inelastic.
Microstructural observations suggest that inelastic deformation is largely accommodated by intergranular
displacements at small strains of 0.5%–1.0%, with intragranular cracking becoming increasingly important
toward higher strains. The small inelastic strains relevant for reservoir compaction can be described by
an isotropic, Cam‐clay plasticity model. Applying this model to the depleting Groningen gas field, we show
that the in situ horizontal stress evolution is better represented by taking into account combined elastic and
inelastic deformation than it is by representing the total deformation behavior using poroelasticity (up to
40% difference). Therefore, inclusion of the inelastic contribution to reservoir compaction has a key role to
play in future geomechanical modelling of induced subsidence and seismicity.

1. Introduction

Pore pressure reduction accompanying the production of oil, gas, or geothermal fluids from sandstone
reservoirs may lead to surface subsidence and induced seismicity (Evans et al., 2012; Fialko & Simons,
2000; Grünthal, 2014; Pratt & Johnson, 1926; van Wees et al., 2014). Both effects are caused by compaction
of the reservoir, resulting from the increase in effective stress accompanying pore pressure reduction.
Subsidence typically constitutes several tens of centimeters (Ketelaar, 2009; Mallman & Zoback, 2007;
Morton et al., 2001), corresponding to vertical reservoir strains generally <1% (Cannon & Kole, 2017;
Kole, 2015). The densely populated Groningen gas field located in the Netherlands (Figure 1) has attracted
much attention in recent years, particularly since the occurrence of a damagingMw 3.6 earthquake in 2012
(Dost & Kraaijpoel, 2013). In this field, the greatest subsidence (up to 34 cm, in 2013), the largest vertical
strains (~0.3%; Cannon & Kole, 2017; Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij (NAM), 2015) and the largest
and most frequently occurring seismic events (Figure 1a) are all seen in the central part of the field
(Figure 1a), where the reservoir, the Slochteren sandstone, is thickest (~200 m) and most porous (18%–22%,
Figure 1b).

Compaction of sandstone reservoirs may be in part elastic (reversible) and part inelastic (permanent).
Quantifying the partitioning between elastic and inelastic contributions is essential for induced seismicity
studies, as it directly affects in situ stress changes during pore pressure reduction (Chan et al., 2004;
Pijnenburg et al., 2018), as well as the elastic energy available to drive induced seismicity (Cooke &
Madden, 2014; Pijnenburg et al., 2018; Shipton et al., 2013). However, while the elastic component is well
understood and easily quantified in terms of poroelasticity (Wang, 2000), the inelastic contribution has
received little attention at reservoir‐relevant strains (<1%). Rather, most previous research on sandstone
mechanics (e.g., Baud et al., 2004; Rutter & Glover, 2012; Tembe et al., 2008; Wong et al., 1997) has focused
on inelastic deformations developing at much larger compressive strains (2%–15%).
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At the low temperature conditions (T < 150 °C) and decade timescales relevant for fluid extraction from
the upper crust (<5 km), inelastic deformation of sandstone is believed to occur mostly through grain
scale, brittle/frictional processes, including intergranular (grain boundary) cracking and slip (Bernabe

et al., 1994; Menéndez et al., 1996; Pijnenburg et al., 2018), as well as
intragranular and transgranular cracking (Baud et al., 2004; Brantut
et al., 2013; Heap et al., 2009, 2015). In addition, intergranular mass
transfer (or pressure solution) may occur, although existing rate data
(Chester et al., 2004; Niemeijer et al., 2002; Renard et al., 1999; Spiers
et al., 2004; van Noort et al., 2008) suggest that the contribution of this
slow creep process will be small. The extent to which each of these pro-
cesses operates at a given temperature and timescale depends on the
stresses imposed and on the stresses transmitted to the constituent
grains, hence on the porosity (φ).

Experimental studies based on conventional deviatoric and hydrostatic
testing (Wong & Baud, 2012, and references therein) generally express
the mechanical behavior shown by sandstones in terms of mean effective
stress (P= [σ1 + σ2 + σ3]/3—pore pressure Pp) versus total porosity reduc-
tion (Δφt) data (Figure 2). Such P − Δφt curves typically show a transition
from initial, nonlinear, concave‐up behavior (Stage 1), followed by near‐
linear behavior (Stage 2), which in turn is followed by nonlinear behavior,
characterized by dilation at low P and φ (Stage 3d—suffix d for dilation)
and by nonlinear compaction at high P and φ (Stage 3—suffix c for com-
paction). The initial Stages 1 and 2 frequently show similar behaviors in
deviatoric and hydrostatic compression (Baud et al., 2000; Wong et al.,
1997), suggesting roughly isotropic behavior. During low P, deviatoric
compression, deviation from the hydrostatic P − Δφt trend characterizes
the onset of dilatancy (i.e., Stage 3d—see Figure 2) and is in this work
marked by the mean effective stress Pstage3d. The mean effective stress
marking the onset of nonlinear compaction (Stage 3c) is referred to as
Pstage3c. Hence, in the present study, these terms are preferred over the

Figure 1. (a) Map showing the location of the Groningen gas field, the extent of the gas‐bearing reservoir at approximately
3,000‐m depth, contours of the surface subsidence measured in 2013, and induced earthquake magnitudes and
locations in the period 1991–2017 (www.knmi.nl—seismic catalogue). (b) Map showing the mean (vertically averaged)
porosity of the Slochteren reservoir sandstone (depth ~3,000 m) and the main faults (throw ranging up to 300 m; see
Buijze et al., 2017) cutting the top of the reservoir. The porosity and subsidence data were provided courtesy of the field
operator—see NAM (2013).

Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing the different stages in mean effective
stress (P) versus total porosity reduction (Δφt) behavior typically seen in
mechanical testing of sandstones. (see in‐text references). Note the effects of
low porosity and confining pressure and low porosity and high confining
pressure on Stage 3 behavior (dilation—suffix “d” versus compaction—“c”).
The deformation mechanisms inferred in the literature are shown per stage,
as are typical values of Δφt measured at the end of each stage.
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more commonly used factors C′, C*, and P*, defined in the pioneering work by Zhang et al. (1990) andWong
et al. (1997). While it was recognized by these authors that inelastic deformation may occur at stresses below
C′, C*, and P* (see also Menéndez et al., 1996), these thresholds are often effectively treated as elastic‐
inelastic yield points, with poroelasticity theory applying at lower stress levels (e.g., Brantut et al., 2014;
Guéguen & Fortin, 2013; Wong et al., 1997; Wong & Baud, 2012). To avoid the connotation that the onset
of dilation or nonlinearity corresponds to the onset of inelastic behavior, Pstage3d and Pstage3c are
used instead.

The compliant, concave‐up behavior seen in Stage 1 is thought to reflect poroelastic deformation, combined
with semirecoverable closure of preexisting damage or cracks (David et al., 2012; Walsh, 1965). Stage 1 typi-
cally persists up toΔφt values in the range of 0.3% (at low‐effective confining pressures Pc

eff = confining pres-
sure Pc − Pp and at low φ) to 2.0% (high Pc

eff, high φ). The near‐linear behavior seen in Stage 2 is in the bulk
of the literature treated as if reflecting purely poroelastic deformation(Baud et al., 2000, 2004, 2006; Brantut
et al., 2013; Klein et al., 2001; Heap et al., 2009, 2015; Rutter & Glover, 2012; Wong & Baud, 2012). However,
the most recent experimental studies, including previous work on the Slochteren sandstone (Hol et al., 2015,
2018; Pijnenburg et al., 2018), have shown that this near‐linear behavior in fact reflects combined elastic and
inelastic behavior, where the inelastic part constitutes some 20% to 70% of the total deformation (see also
Bernabe et al., 1994). At Pc

eff > 20 MPa, Stage 2 behavior typically persists up to Δφt values of 1.5%–4.0%,
then giving way to Stage 3c (nonlinear compaction). At lower Pc

eff, Stage 1 transitions directly into Stage
3d at Δφt ≈ 0.3%. In both cases, Stages 3c and 3d are accompanied by pervasive intragranular cracking
and intergranular or interparticle shear, frequently localizing in shear fractures (Stage 3d), or compaction
bands (Stage 3c; Baud et al., 2004; Fortin et al., 2005; Tembe et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2000).

On the above basis, notably the latest experiments on Slochteren sandstone (Hol et al., 2015, 2018;
Pijnenburg et al., 2018) and earlier tests (Bernabe et al., 1994), it is increasingly clear that inelastic deforma-
tion contributes significantly to the compressive deformation of sandstone at the small strains (<1%) rele-
vant for producing reservoirs. However, most geomechanical models addressing induced subsidence and
seismicity ignore any inelastic contribution to the deformation of the reservoir and describe compaction
using a simple compaction coefficient, in effect a poroelastic stiffness or compliance constant (Bourne
et al., 2014; Dempsey & Suckale, 2017; Lele et al., 2016; Mulders, 2003; Postma & Jansen, 2018; van Eijs
et al., 2006; Wassing et al., 2016; Zbinden et al., 2017). When an inelastic contribution is included, it is typi-
cally described using plasticity theory, originally developed to represent the inelastic deformation behavior
of incohesive soils (Chan et al., 2004; Crawford et al., 2011; Crawford & Yale, 2002; Fredrich & Fossum, 2002;
Han et al., 2005). Common examples of soil mechanics models utilizing plasticity theory include the critical
state model (Schofield & Wroth, 1968), the cap model (DiMaggio & Sandler, 1971), and the modified Cam‐

clay model (Muir Wood, 1991). These models are characterized by a yield envelope which is elliptical in
differential stress (Q = σ1 – σ3) versus mean effective stress (P) space. This yield envelope expands due to
inelastic porosity reduction during compressive deformation, reflecting strain hardening due to densifica-
tion. While strain hardening behavior has been observed in cohesive sandstones in qualitative terms
(Rutter & Glover, 2012; Wong et al., 1992; Wong & Baud, 1999), at least the high strain, compactive Stage
3c behavior (see Figure 2) appears to be poorly described by plasticity theory (Baud et al., 2006). The extent
to which plasticity models can describe Stages 1 and 2 behavior at the smaller strains relevant for depleting
reservoirs remains unclear and insufficiently tested against experiments. Still, if applicable, plasticity models
provide a convenient framework for quantifying the inelastic behavior of sandstone reservoir rocks not least
because they are often already included in the finite element modelling packages used in geomechanics (e.g.,
Abaqus, Ansys, and DIANA).

In this paper, we investigate to what extent, if at all, the inelastic deformation behavior shown by the
Slochteren sandstone from the Groningen gas field can be described by an isotropic plasticity model. To that
end, we systematically quantify the elastic and inelastic deformation behavior characterizing all three stages
of deformation commonly seen in sandstones (Figure 2), including the small strain behavior relevant for
compacting reservoirs. This was done by performing both hydrostatic and deviatoric (differential) stress
cycling experiments, under in situ conditions of temperature (T = 100 °C) and pore fluid chemistry, using
samples with a range of porosities (φ = 13% to 26%) covering that observed in the field. Quantitative micro-
structural investigation of undeformed and deformed sample material was used to identify the
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microphysical mechanisms accommodating inelastic deformation during Stages 1, 2, 3c, and 3d. In addition,
an isotropic, Cam‐clay‐type plasticity model was fitted to the mechanical data to assess its applicability to
describe and compute the inelastic response of the Slochteren sandstone to pore pressure reduction.
Finally, we apply our results to assess the importance of including inelastic deformation in estimating
changes in in situ stress, strain and stored elastic strain energy—in the context of investigating induced seis-
micity in the Groningen gas field and other similar fields.

2. Background on the Slochteren Sandstone

The Groningen gas field is a vast ~30 by 30 km field located in the NE‐Netherlands (Figure 1). The ~100‐ to
200‐m thick Slochteren reservoir sandstone member is located at about 3‐km depth and constitutes coarse,
poorly sorted fluvial sandstones and conglomerates at its base, superseded by cross‐bedded, intermediate‐ to
well‐sorted aeolian sandstones (Grotsch et al., 2011). The Slochteren sandstone lies unconformably on
organic‐rich Carboniferous shales and is overlain by a 50‐m thick claystone, followed by a thick sequence
(500–1,000 m) of Zechstein evaporates (Amthor & Okkerman, 1998). At present, the upper 50–150 m of
the Slochteren reservoir is gas bearing and is partly (25 ± 10 vol%) filled with connate brine (Waldmann,
2011). Production from the field started in 1963, which has led to a decrease in pore pressure from
35 MPa to ~8 MPa, in 2016 (NAM, 2016). This has resulted in an upward shift of the gas‐water contact by
about 10 m, to a current true vertical depth of ~2,971 m. The sandstone is quartz rich (72–90 vol%), with les-
ser amounts of feldspar (8–25 vol%), clay (0.5–5.5 vol%), and lithic fragments (3–10 vol%), which include
basaltic and sedimentary lithoclasts (Waldmann et al., 2014; Waldmann & Gaupp, 2016). The mean size
of quartz and feldspar grains typically ranges between 150 and 250 μm (Pijnenburg et al., 2018). Clay films
(1‐ to 10‐μm thick) coat the surfaces of quartz and feldspar grains and many grain contacts (Gaupp et al.,
1993; Waldmann, 2011; Waldmann & Gaupp, 2016; Wilson, 1992). The porosity of the Slochteren sandstone
is well constrained from wireline logs and fluid‐immersion tests on core plugs (NAM, 2013), with average
values decreasing from 18% to 22% in the center of the field to 12%–16% at the margins (Figure 1b).

3. Experimental Aspects

We performed two types of experiments on Slochteren sandstone plugs from the Groningen gas reservoir: (1)
purely hydrostatic stress cycling tests (hydrostatic experiments) and (2) hydrostatic followed by deviatoric
stress cycling tests (combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric experiments). Both experiment types were aimed
at systematically investigating the elastic versus inelastic stress‐strain and porosity reduction behavior of
the material, as a function of initial porosity. We explored hydrostatic mean effective stresses up to
320 MPa and differential stresses up to 135 MPa, at a temperature of 100 °C, representative for the
Groningen field temperature at 3,000‐m true vertical depth (NAM, 2013). A constant pore pressure of either
0.1 or 1 MPa was used. These stress conditions were chosen to cover all stages of P–Δφt behavior commonly
seen in sandstones (Figure 2; Wong & Baud, 2012), and include the effective confining pressures and differ-
ential stresses relevant for fluid extraction from reservoirs at depths up to 5 km (both typically <50 MPa;
Schutjens et al., 2004). In addition, a set of reference experiments was performed to investigate microstruc-
tural changes specific to each stage of deformation. During hydrostatic stress cycling runs, we imposed a rate
of change of mean effective stress (Ṗ) of 0.1 ± 0.05 MPa/s. During deviatoric stress cycling, a total axial strain
rate _εt of 10

−5 s−1 was used, leading to a similar rate of change of the mean effective stress.

3.1. Sample Material and Pore Fluid Chemistry

The samples used were obtained from Slochteren sandstone core, retrieved by the field operator (NAM) from
the Zeerijp (ZRP)‐3a well in 2015. Sets of six adjacent samples were extracted from 10‐cm diameter core sec-
tions obtained from five different depth intervals characterized by different porosities (Table 1), in an orien-
tation perpendicular (within ~10°) to the often slightly inclined bedding. Each sample set consisted of four
uniformly looking, 25.4‐mm diameter cylindrical plugs cored with a length of 55 to 65 mm, one smaller
cylindrical plug cored with a diameter of 9.8 mm and a length of 20 mm, one sample of “interplug”material
with an equivalent diameter of ~20 mm, and a length of 55 to 65 mm left over after drilling. The interplug
samples (no suffix used in Table 1) were left undeformed and were used as a benchmark to determine experi-
mentally induced microstructural changes. The ends of all cylindrical plugs were ground flat and perpendi-
cular to the long sample axis using a polishing wheel and support block.
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The four longer plugs were used in our hydrostatic plus deviatoric experiments and are annotated with suf-
fixes “a–d” (Table 1). These experiments were performed using a highly saline pore fluid with ion concen-
trations of 3.4 M Na+, 0.1 M K+, 1.0 M Ca2+, 0.2 M Mg2+, 0.6 M SO4

2−, and 5.7 M Cl−, similar to those
measured in pore fluid sampled from the reservoir see supporting information S1 and Hol et al., 2018). All
samples were presaturated with this pore fluid prior to testing. We determined the initial porosity of one
25.4‐mm diameter sample from each set, using the difference in mass between the washed and dried sample
versus that of the sample saturated with the above brine (density = 1.21 g/mL). The values obtained for the
samples selected from each set were 13.4%, 19.1%, 21.5%, 21.9%, and 26.4% (Table 1). These porosities were
assumed to be representative for the other long twin plugs and for the interplug sample, in each set (each
core interval with given average porosity). This assumption is justified by previous testing of Slochteren
sandstone samples from ZRP‐3a core, showing similar physio‐mechanical properties of samples from the
same core interval (Hol et al., 2018).

Three of the short, 9.8‐mm diameter plugs, taken from the depth intervals with long sample porosities of
13.4%, 21.5%, and 26.4% were used for (purely) hydrostatic tests. These samples are identified with the suffix
“e” (Table 1). After drilling (supporting information S1), they were dried. Hydrostatic experiments were per-
formed at 50% pore fluid saturation and the same ion concentration as used in combined hydrostatic plus

Table 1
List of the Samples Used and Key Mechanical Data Obtained in the Present Study

Sample TVD (m) φ0 (%) Test type
(Pc

eff)max
(MPa)

Qpeak
(MPa)

Pstage3d
(MPa)

Pstage3c
(MPa) Δφi,stage3d/c (%) Δφt,fin (%) Δφi,fin (%)

ρ̄cr
(mm−2)

Control experiments: (φ0 = 19.1%)
z74a 2,968.9 19.1X T 40.0 79.5 65 0.9 2.70 1.42 n.d.
z74ba 2,968.9 19.1 T 40.0 82.7 65 n.d. 2.67 1.39 n.d.

Low porosity samples: (φ0 = 13.4% to 13.9%)
z20 2,939.6 13.4 U 5.4
z20a 2,939.6 13.4 X T 5.0 49.5 11 0.2 −0.39 −0.13 n.d.
z20d 2,939.6 13.4 T 20.0 83.7 43 0.5 0.97 0.43 n.d.
z20c 2,939.6 13.4 T 40.0 113.0 75 0.7 1.64 0.62 33.5
z20b 2,939.6 13.4 T 80.0 134.4 117 1.0 3.33 1.28 n.d.
z20eb 2,939.6 13.9 X R 320 n.a. 220 1.3 7.4 3.2 n.d.

Intermediate porosity samples: (φ0 = 21.4% to 21.5%)
z24 2,960.6 21.5 U 8.4
z24b 2,960.6 21.5 T 5.0 29.7 9 0.2 −0.39 0.05 10.0
z24d 2,960.6 21.5 T 20.0 53.8 32 0.7 1.63 0.78 14.0
z24c 2,960.6 21.5 T 40.0 70.4 60 0.9 3.17 1.58 38.7
z24ab 2,960.6 21.5 X T 80.0 n.d. 93 1.0 3.82 1.32 23.5
z24eb 2,960.6 21.4 X R 160 n.a. 130 1.1 5.5 2.1 72.8

High porosity samples: (φ0 = 25.6% to 26.4%)
z84 3,014.5 26.4 U 11.5
z84a 3,014.5 26.4 X T 5.0 22.1 7 0.2 −0.18 0.12 n.d.
z84d 3,014.5 26.4 T 20.0 39.1 34 1.0 2.22 1.12 n.d.
z84c 3,014.5 26.4 T 40.0 43.5 53 1.3 3.45 1.83 25.7
z84bb 3,014.5 26.4 T 80.0 n.d. 86 1.7 5.70 3.18 n.d.
z84eb 3,014.5 25.6 X R 160 n.a. 125 1.8 5.8 2.5 n.d.

Microstructural reference experiments: (φ0 = 21.9%)
z77 2,977.0 21.9 U 12.8
z77aa 2,977.0 21.9 X T 40.0 n.a. n.d. n.d. 2.37 1.24 14.2
z77ba 2,977.0 21.9 T 40.0 n.d. n.d. n.d. 2.72 1.35 17.7
z77ca 2,977.0 21.9 T 40.0 59.1 58 n.d. 3.10 1.68 54.3

Note. TVD refers to the true vertical depth within the Zeerijp (ZRP)‐3a well, from which our samples were recovered. φ0 denotes the initial porosity (measured
value indicated with “X”

—values of twin samples assumed to be equal); (Pc
eff)max denotes the maximum effective confining pressure imposed on each sample;

Qpeak denotes the differential stress (σ1 – σ3) at failure, that is, at the onset of strain‐softening behavior. Pstage3d and Pstage3c indicate the mean effective stress
beyond which Stage 3d (nonlinear and dilatant—see Figure 2) and Stage 3c behavior (nonlinear and compactant) was seen, while Δφi,stage3d/c refers to the cor-
responding inelastic porosity reduction. Δφt,fin denotes the final total porosity reduction measured before the final unloading stage. Δφi,fin denotes the final,
inelastic porosity reduction measured at the end of each test after full unloading to the initial P of 5 MPa and Q of 0 MPa.. ρ̄cr denotes the mean crack density,
defined as the number of cracks permm2 obtained in backscattered electron images. U, T, and R indicate whether the sample was left undeformed (U) or else was
tested in hydrostatic plus deviatoric compression in the triaxial vessel (T) or in purely hydrostatic compression in the Rene vessel (R).
aMonotonic loading without stress cycling. bNo strain‐softening observed.
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deviatoric tests. This was achieved by first saturating the short samples in full using 50% diluted brine. The
mass difference between dry and saturated sample was used to determine the initial porosity, yielding simi-
lar values to those obtained for the long samples from the same depth interval, notably 13.9%, 21.4%, and
25.6% (Table 1). Prior to testing, the diluted pore fluid was allowed to evaporate to 50% saturation, using a
mass balance.

3.2. Experimental Apparatus

The deformation machines used in this study are described in detail in the supporting information S2
(Peach, 1991; Pijnenburg et al., 2018). In short, the combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric stress cycling
experiments were performed using an externally heated, constant volume triaxial testing machine. This
triaxial machine is capable of operating at servo‐controlled confining pressures up to 100 MPa, while axial
(deviatoric) loading up to differential stresses of 800 MPa is achieved through motor‐driven advancement
of a yoke plus loading piston assembly at constant displacement rate.

Given the confining pressure limitations of the above triaxial apparatus, a second, higher pressure apparatus
was employed for the purely hydrostatic stress cycling tests, to ensure that Stage 3c behavior could be
accessed in hydrostatic compression. This apparatus, referred to here as the Rene vessel, consisted of an
externally heated, cold seal, 400‐MPa pressure vessel made of Rene 41 super alloy, having an inner and outer
diameter of 12 and 51 mm and containing a sealed cylindrical sample assembly (see supporting information
S2). Water was used as the confining medium and pressure was applied to the sample using a 400 MPa,
manually operated, Nova syringe pump. Pore fluid access to the sample is not possible using this apparatus.
Hydrostatic tests were accordingly performed under undrained conditions, using samples incompletely‐
saturated with water vapor at the testing temperature and pore pressure, to buffer the pore fluid pressure
at a value of Pp≈ 0.1 MPa under test conditions, that is, at confining pressures up to 320 MPa and a tempera-
ture of 100 °C.

3.3. Sample Assembly and Experimental Procedure
3.3.1. Combined Hydrostatic Plus Deviatoric Experiments
These tests employed the samples prepared with a diameter of 25.4 mm. In setting up each run, the sample
was removed from its brine‐filled container and jacketed between an upper and lower loading blocks using a
fluorinated ethylene propylene sleeve. To reduce friction at the sample/end‐block interface, a double layer
consisting of two perforated Teflon sheets (50 μm) was included at each end of the sample. After tourniquet
sealing, the sample assembly was emplaced into the pressure vessel. The confining pressure was increased to
5MPa. The pore fluid systemwas evacuated for 15min, followed by application of the required pore pressure
(Pp = 1MPa) and confining pressure (Pc = 6MPa), resulting in an effective confining pressure (Pc

eff = Pc–Pp)
of 5 MPa. The sample was then brought to the desired testing temperature (T = 100 °C), while maintaining
Pc

eff below the initial effective value of 5 MPa used during the test. The sample and vessel were left to equi-
librate to these pressure and temperature conditions for 4 hr.

Upon P‐T equilibration, samples were either maintained at Pc
eff = 5 MPa (the lowest value for subsequent

axial stress cycling), or else subjected to hydrostatic stress cycling, at constant pore pressure, until an effec-
tive confining pressure of 20, 40, or 80 MPa was reached (the target value for subsequent axial stress cycling).
During hydrostatic stress cycling, the confining pressure was increased at a constant rate Ṗ of ~0.1 MPa/s to
maximum values that were incremented by 5MPa in each successive cycle. Each pressurization step was fol-
lowed by depressurization to the initial Pc

eff value of 5 MPa, to determine any inelastic (permanent) pore
volume changes. Upon achieving the target confining pressure and Pc

eff value for axial stress cycling (5,
20, 40, or 80 MPa), Pc

eff was held constant and axial stress cycling initiated. To achieve axial stress cycling,
we repeatedly loaded and unloaded the sample up to differential stress (σ1–σ3) values that were successively
increased by 5 MPa (at Pc

eff = 5 MPa), or by 10 MPa (at Pc
eff = 20, 40, or 80 MPa). Each uploading step was

followed by full piston retraction (i.e., [σ1–σ3] = 0 MPa), to measure the amount of permanent deformation
developed in the foregoing stress cycle. Loading and unloading was performed by applying a near‐constant
total axial strain rate _εtð Þof ~10−5 s−1, which for the present samples led to an equivalent Ṗ of 0.1 ± 0.05MPa/s
(as imposed during hydrostatic cycling). This procedure was repeated until the sample showed strain‐
softening behavior (i.e., failure), strain‐neutral behavior, or a combination of decreasing strain‐hardening
rates and strongly nonlinear, enhanced porosity reduction (i.e., a clear deviation from (quasi‐)linear force
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versus pore fluid volume change behavior). Subsequently, each sample was axially unloaded
([σ1–σ3] = 0 MPa) and depressurized to Pc

eff = 5 MPa. The sample was maintained at these conditions for
several minutes to ensure a constant pore volume signal. Finally, the pore pressure was removed, followed
by full reduction of the confining pressure, and the furnace was switched off. After cooling to ~80 °C, the
sample assembly was removed from the testing machine.

To assess the effect of cyclic hydrostatic plus deviatoric loading on sample behavior, as opposed tomonotonic
loading, we performed a set of two control experiments on directly adjacent twin samples taken from the
same core section (z74a and z74b; φ0 = 19.1%; see Table 1). One sample (z74b) was monotonically loaded
and unloaded, without hydrostatic or deviatoric stress cycling, while the other was stress cycled. The hydro-
static and deviatoric loading/unloading stages of both experiments were performed respectively up to‐ and at
an effective confining pressure Pc

eff of 40 MPa, using the same baseline Pc
eff of 5 MPa, and the same condi-

tions of Pp, T, Ṗ, _εt, and pore fluid chemistry, as employed in all other experiments.

In addition, a set of three microstructural reference experiments was performed on samples with an initial
porosity of φ0 = 21.9% (Table 1), to investigate permanent microstructural changes occurring during loading
to the point of strain‐softening, that is, failure. In these experiments, we imposed hydrostatic compression to
a Pc

eff of 40 MPa (sample z77a), followed by deviatoric compression reaching Q values up to 50 MPa (sample
z77b), followed by deviatoric compression to failure at Q values >50 MPa (sample z77c). In each case, load-
ing and unloading were performed monotonically to generate reference microstructures for the same stages
of deformation explored in load‐cycled samples. All other conditions were identical to themain body of tests.
3.3.2. Hydrostatic Experiments
For these purely hydrostatic tests, we used the (400 MPa) Rene vessel and samples with a diameter of
9.8 mm. To ensure a constant pore pressure of 0.1 MPa throughout testing under undrained conditions (see
section 3.2), these tests were performed using 50 vol% saturated samples (see section 3.1). Each sample was
jacketed using a fluorinated ethylene propylene sleeve and sealed between stainless steel endpieces. Sealing
was achieved using wire tourniquets tightened onto underlying EPDM rubber rings, countersunk into the
endpieces. The sample was subsequently emplaced in the fluid‐filled pressure vessel and pressurized at
3–5 MPa. The temperature was then raised to 100 °C over 17 hr, while maintaining the confining pressure
roughly constant. Upon temperature equilibration, Pc was raised to 5.1 MPa, while assuming that the pore
pressure remained constant at 0.1 MPa due to partial saturation.

The confining pressure was then increased in 5‐MPa steps, again assuming constant Pp. This was achieved
by stepwise injection of confining fluid, leading to an increase in Pc of 5 MPa within 15 ± 2 s, in each step.
Following each 5‐MPa pressure step, the confining pressure was held constant for 30 s to allowmanual read-
ing of the instantaneous confining pressure, the injected confining fluid volume, and the temperature. The
resultant average rate of change of the confining pressure per step was approximately 0.1 ± 0.02 MPa/s.
Hydrostatic compression was continued until an effective confining pressure of 20 MPa was reached. At this
stage, Pc was lowered in the same 5‐MPa steps to the initial value of 5.1 MPa, to allow for measurement of
any inelastic volume changes. At this pressure, the confining pressure was held constant for 15 min, in order
to ensure full P‐T equilibration of the confining fluid volume. No or negligible change in Pc was observed,
implying that the pressurization rate was sufficiently low to allow P‐T equilibration of the confining fluid
during successive loading/unloading cycles.

In subsequent stress cycles, this procedure was repeated, incrementing the maximum effective confining
pressure imposed by 20 MPa in each cycle. The procedure was continued until a clear deviation from
near‐linear confining pressure versus injected fluid volume behavior was observed. Upon completion of
the experiment, the temperature was lowered to T ~80 °C, the residual confining pressure of 5.1 MPa was
removed, and the sample was extracted from the vessel.

3.4. Data Acquisition and Processing

We adopt the convention that compressive stress, compressive axial strain, and porosity reduction (i.e., com-
paction) are positive.
3.4.1. Combined Hydrostatic Plus Deviatoric Experiments
In these experiments, the internal axial load, confining pressure, pore pressure, pore fluid volume change,
sample temperature, and axial displacement signals were logged at 2 Hz, using a 16‐bit DAQPad National
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Instruments A/D converter. After correcting for apparatus distortion and thermal pore fluid volume
changes during flow in and out of the vessel (cf. Pijnenburg et al., 2018), these data were processed to
yield the differential stress (Q = σ1 − σ3), the mean effective stress (P), the total axial strain εt ≈ et (small
change in sample length/the initial sample length) and the total porosity reduction Δφt (change in
sample pore volume/divided by the initial sample volume) versus time. The peak strength (Qpeak) is
defined as the maximum differential stress supported by a given sample before failure (i.e., strain‐
softening behavior) was observed.

The elastic behavior of the samples was quantified using the reversible behavior observed during the unload-
ing stages of the hydrostatic and deviatoric load cycles. The bulk modulus (K) and Young's modulus (E) were
determined at target mean effective stresses (P) of 10, 30, 50, and 85 MPa, by linear regression of the first P
versus Δφt unloading data andQ versus εt unloading data, respectively, both obtained within ±2.5MPa of the
target P value. The error inK and E resulting from linear regression analysis in the combined hydrostatic and
deviatoric experiments lay within 1% of the determined values.

The inelastic (permanent) change in pore volume accumulated during stress cycling was obtained from the
difference between the pore volumes measured at the start and end of each loading cycle, whether hydro-
static or deviatoric. The inelastic porosity reduction (Δφi) accumulated in successive cycles was determined
from the sum of the permanent pore volume changes measured per cycle, divided by the initial (pretest) sam-
ple volume V0. For the small porosity reductions measured in this study, the use of V0 as reference state,
rather than the incremental sample volume, resulted in relative errors in Δφi of <5%. The inelastic axial
strain was determined for each deviatoric stress cycle by dividing the permanent change in sample length
determined upon axial unloading, referenced to the sample length measured at the first axial loading stage,
by the initial sample length L0.
3.4.2. Hydrostatic Experiments
In the purely hydrostatic stress cycling experiments performed in the Rene vessel, the confining pressure,
confining fluid volume, and vessel temperature data were recorded manually upon each 5 MPa change of
the confining pressure. Confining fluid volume data were obtained by recording the number of syringe
pump rotations required to introduce a given confining pressure. The accuracy of this measurement was
±0.2 μL. The resulting volumetric data were corrected for distortion of the pressure vessel, using predeter-
mined calibrations, and for thermal volume changes of the confining fluid during flow in and out of the
heated pressure vessel. The corrected sample volume data (ΔVs) were subsequently used to calculate total
porosity reduction (Δφt ≈ εv,t = ΔVs/V0; accuracy ±0.03%) versus confining pressure change and time.
Thus, for the purpose of presenting and comparing the results in the first instance, we assume that the pore
and bulk volume responses are equal. The data later demonstrate that this is a good approximation. For each
unloading stage, K was determined at target mean effective stresses of 30, 50, and 85 MPa and in a similar
manner to that used in the combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric experiments but employing a mean effec-
tive stress range of ±15 MPa to compensate for the lower data sampling frequency. The error in K resulting
from linear regression analysis of our hydrostatic stress cycling data was ±10% of the determined value. The
inelastic porosity reduction (Δφi) occurring in each stress cycle was determined by dividing the permanent
change in sample volume, determined after hydrostatic unloading to the starting effective confining pressure
of 5 MPa, by the initial sample volume V0.

3.5. Microstructural Analysis

To investigate the distribution of intragranular cracks in the deformed versus undeformed samples and
hence to assess any tendency for localization of brittle deformation, we performed quantitative microstruc-
tural analysis of crack density on all 21.9% porosity samples used in microstructural reference tests (z77a–
z77c), all 21.4%–21.5% porosity samples used in hydrostatic and hydrostatic plus deviatoric stress cycling
tests (z24a–z24e), and the 13.4% (z20c) and 26.4% (z84c) porosity samples, tested in the hydrostatic plus
deviatoric stress cycling tests performed at a maximum effective confining pressure of 40 MPa. The unde-
formed counterparts of these samples were also analyzed. Deformed samples were extracted from the rele-
vant apparatus; the jacket was removed. and the brine was replaced by demineralized water by soaking the
sample in demineralized water for 6–7 days. After drying, the deformed and undeformed samples were
impregnated with Araldite 2020 resin, sectioned, and imaged in full using a FEI Helios Nanolab G3
Focused Ion Beam scanning electron microscope operated in backscatter electron (BSE) mode (see
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supporting information S3; Preibisch et al., 2009; Sakic et al., 2011). The
undeformed microstructural reference sample (z77) was analyzed
further using electron dispersive X‐ray spectrometry (EDX), to produce
element maps.

The analyses were conducted along an axial profile traversing the full
length of each sample studied, using stitched, BSE micrographs. For each
sample, we analyzed a 1‐mm wide strip, manually outlining each visible
crack using ImageJ software. Thus, in each sample a total area of 20 to
65 mm2 was analyzed (containing ~800–3,000 grains), depending on the
length of the sample investigated. From these data, crack densities,
defined as the number of intragranular cracks per mm2, were obtained
as a function of position along the length of each sample. Mean crack den-
sities (ρcr and the standard deviation (SD) of the crack density distribution
were also computed.

4. Stress Cycling Test Results

In addition to the basic sample data, Table 1 lists the experiments per-
formed, the corresponding experimental conditions, and key items of
the mechanical and microstructural data obtained.

4.1. Control Experiments: Stress Cycling Versus Monotonic
Loading Behavior

The mean effective stress (P) versus total porosity reduction (Δφt) data
obtained during the hydrostatic plus deviatoric stress cycling experiment
performed on sample z74a (φ0 = 19.1%) are presented in Figure 3, along-
side the monotonic loading and then unloading data obtained for twin
sample z74b. Both samples were subjected to hydrostatic compression
up to Pc

eff = 40 MPa, followed by deviatoric compression at constant
Pc

eff. Despite the cyclic versus monotonic loading paths, the P–Δφt beha-
vior shown by both samples is very similar. Both exhibit concave‐up

P–Δφt behavior up to P≈ 35 MPa, followed by near‐linear behavior up to P≈ 65MPa. Within the near‐linear
region, the total hardening rate (i.e., the slope dP/dΔφt) was 5.8 GPa. At P > 65 MPa, this rate decreased
toward peak strengths of P = 66.5 MPa (z74a; Qpeak = 79.5) and 67.5 MPa (z74b; Qpeak = 82.7 MPa) reached
at Δφt ≈ 2.3%, followed by strain‐softening and then strain‐neutral behavior, reached at Δφt ≈ 2.5%. Upon
unloading, the samples again displayed closely similar P–Δφt behavior, yielding near‐identical final inelastic
porosity reductions (Δφi,fin—Table 1) of 1.4% ± 0.02% at the reference P value of 5 MPa. Note that the stress‐
cycled sample z74a showed inelastic porosity reduction after every stress cycle, as shown by the open circle
data points in Figure 3. Note also the S‐shaped curve defined by these data, with a more or less constant
inelastic hardening rate (i.e., the slope dP/dΔφi) of approximately 14 GPa characterizing the stress interval
between P ≈ 35 MPa and 65 MPa.

4.2. Mechanical Data for Low, Intermediate, and High‐Porosity Sample Sets
4.2.1. Combined Hydrostatic Plus Deviatoric Test Data
Figure 4 shows the mechanical data obtained during the combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric stress cycling
experiments performed on the low (φ0 = 13.4%), intermediate (φ0 = 21.5%), and high porosity (φ0 = 26.4%)
sample sets listed in Table 1.

All samples showed typical Stages 1, 2, 3d, and 3c mean effective stress (P) versus total porosity reduction
(Δφt) behavior of the type often described in the literature (compare Figures 4a–4c with Figure 2). At the low-
est effective confining pressure tested (Pc

eff = 5 MPa), samples showed a transition from initial, nonlinear,
concave‐up behavior (cf. Stage 1, in Figure 2) to nonlinear, dilatant behavior (Stage 3d), at mean effective
stresses (Pstage3d—indicated by arrows and annotation d in Figures 4a–4c; see also Table 1) ranging from 7
(high initial porosity) to 11 MPa (low initial porosity). At these low values of Pc

eff, near‐linear Stage 2 beha-
vior was not seen. All other tests (Pc

eff ≥ 20 MPa) showed Stage 1 behavior up to P ≈ 35 MPa, followed by

Figure 3. Plot showing mean effective stress (P) versus total porosity reduc-
tion (Δφt) and inelastic porosity reduction data (Δφi) obtained for stress‐
cycled sample z74a, alongside the P–Δφt data obtained during monotonic
loading and final unloading of twin sample z74b. In both cases, hydrostatic
compression up to P = 40 MPa was followed by axial compression at
constant effective confining pressure. The arrow and annotation “c” indicate
the onset of Stage 3c behavior (cf. Figure 2) in both samples. The stress‐
cycled sample (z74a) demonstrates inelastic (permanent) compaction
throughout compression. Both samples show very similar P–Δφt behavior,
implying negligible damaging of samples by stress cycling.
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near‐linear P–Δφt behavior (Stage 2). During this near‐linear stage, the total hardening rate (i.e., dP/dΔφt)
decreased with increasing initial porosity, yielding 8.3 ± 0.5 GPa in low porosity sandstones,
5.7 ± 0.4 GPa at intermediate porosities, and 4.1 ± 0.5 GPa in high porosity samples. These Stage 2
hardening rates were similar in both hydrostatic and deviatoric loading, implying isotropic behavior. For
all samples tested at Pc

eff = 20 MPa and the low porosity sample tested at Pc
eff = 40 MPa, deviation from

these near‐linear trends was characterized by dilation (Stage 3d). At higher Pc
eff and initial porosity, our

samples showed nonlinear compaction (Stage 3c, marked by Pstage3c in Table 1). The inelastic porosity
reductions (Δφi,stage3d/c) at these dilatant and compactant deviations from linearity are listed in Table 1.

Inelastic porosity reduction (Δφi; open circles in Figure 4) was observed after every hydrostatic and deviato-
ric stress cycle, in all experiments. The P–Δφi behavior was qualitatively similar to that shown by P–Δφt data,
showing a transition from Stages 1 to 3d behavior at the lowest Pc

eff of 5 MPa and from Stages 1 to 2 and ulti-
mately Stage 3c behavior at higher Pc

eff (Figures 4a–4c). However, for each stage, the observed P–Δφi

Figure 4. Plots showing the mechanical data obtained in our combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric stress cycling experiments performed in the triaxial vessel on
samples with low (φ0 = of 13.4%; left column), intermediate (φ0 = 21.5%; middle column), and high initial porosities (φ0 = 26.4%; right column). Here hydro-
static stress cycling up to effective confining pressures (Pc

eff) of 5, 20, 40, and 80 MPa was followed by deviatoric stress cycling at constant Pc
eff. (a–c) Mean

effective stress versus total (Δφt; solid curves) and inelastic porosity reduction data (Δφi; open circles). For all initial porosities explored here, the P–Δφt and P–Δφi
data obtained show a typical sequence of initial Stages 1 (nonlinear and concave‐up), 2 (near linear), and 3d (nonlinear and dilatant) or 3c (nonlinear and
compactant) behavior (compare with Figure 2). Arrows + annotations “d” and “c” indicate the onset of Stages 3d or 3c, respectively. Inelastic porosity reduction
is seen during all stages, including the near linear Stage 2, which is often assumed to reflect poroelasticity. (d–f) Plots showing differential stress Q versus total
(εt; solid curves) and inelastic axial strain (εi; open circles) data. Enlargements of this figure are included in the supporting information.
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behavior was stiffer by a factor of 1.5 to 3. During Stage 2, inelastic hardening rates were found to be
27.8 ± 1.2 GPa (low φ0), 16.7 ± 0.7 GPa (intermediate φ0), and 9.8 ± 0.5 GPa (high φ0). These rates were
again found to be similar for both hydrostatic and deviatoric stress cycles.

During the deviatoric stages of the combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric experiments, differential stress (Q)
versus total axial strain (εt) and inelastic axial strain (εi) data showed S‐shaped behavior, where nonlinear
Q–εt and εi behaviors transitioned into near‐linear strain hardening trends at Q > 5 to 10 MPa (Figures 4d–
4f). These near‐linear Q–εt and εi trends were followed by strain hardening at a decreasing rate, which, in
most of our samples, led to a peak strength (Qpeak; listed in Table 1) followed by strain‐softening (i.e., failure).
However, in the more porous samples (φ0 ≥ 21.5%), deviatorically compressed at the highest Pc

eff of 80 MPa,
the peak strength was not attained and strain hardening continued at decreasing rates to the end of the
experiment. Where attained, peak strength values increased with increasing Pc

eff and with decreasing φ0
(Table 1). The final inelastic porosity reductions attained in each experiment are listed in Table 1.

Bulk moduli (K) determined from both hydrostatic and deviatoric unloading data and the Young's moduli
(E) obtained from deviatoric unloading data are plotted versus the mean effective stresses (P) of 10, 30, 50,
and 85 MPa at which K and E were determined, in Figure 5. Both K (Figure 5a) and E (Figure 5b) increase
with increasing P and decreasing φ0, reaching constant values at P ≥ 50 MPa. At P ≤ 30 MPa, bulk moduli
obtained in deviatoric unloading stages are higher by 1 to 2 GPa than the corresponding hydrostatic values
(Figure 5a). By contrast, at P ≥ 50 MPa, deviatoric and hydrostatic K values are similar to within 0.3 GPa.
4.2.2. Hydrostatic Test Data (Rene Vessel)
The mean effective stress (P) versus total (Δφt) and inelastic porosity reduction (Δφi) data obtained in the
purely hydrostatic experiments performed in the Rene vessel on our low (φ0 = 13.9%), intermediate
(φ0 = 21.4%), and high porosity (φ0 = 25.6%) samples are presented in Figures 6. The P versus Δφt and
Δφi curves obtained for each sample (i.e., each porosity) show S‐shaped behavior, again reflecting evolution
from Stages 1 to 2 and ultimately Stage 3c behavior (cf. Figure 2). Nonlinear, concave‐up Stage 1 behavior
was seen up to P ≈ 35 MPa, followed by a near‐linear Stage 2 trend (Figure 6). During Stage 2, the total
and inelastic hardening rates were roughly similar to those obtained in the Stage 2 intervals of combined
hydrostatic plus deviatoric tests, yielding dP/dΔφt values of 7.5 GPa (low φ0), 5.7 GPa (intermediate φ0),
and 4.1 GPa (high φ0) while the dP/dΔφi values were 25.4, 17.0, and 11.3 GPa, respectively. In the low por-
osity sample, this near‐linear behavior persisted up to P≈ 220MPa, beyond which hardening rates gradually

Figure 5. Plots showing (a) bulk modulus (K) and (b) Young's modulus (E) versus mean effective stress (P) data,
obtained using both hydrostatic and deviatoric unloading data of combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric experiments per-
formed in the triaxial vessel on samples with low (φ0 = of 13.4%), intermediate (φ0 = of 21.5%), and high initial porosities
(φ0 = of 26.4%). K values are compared to the bulk moduli obtained from the unloading curves of the hydrostatic
experiments performed in the Rene vessel (see Figure 6), using samples with similar φ0 of 13.9%, 21.4%, and 25.6%. Note
that K values obtained using the hydrostatic unloading data obtained in the Triaxial vessel versus those obtained in the
Rene vessel are similar within the error in the K values determined using Rene vessel data.
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decreased (Stage 3c) leading to a marked inelastic porosity reduction of 0.6% in the P interval of 315 to
320 MPa (Figure 6a). Higher porosity samples showed nonlinear, concave‐down compaction (Stage 3c) in
the P intervals of 130 to 150 MPa (φ0 = 21.4%; Figure 6b) and of 125 to 140 MPa (φ0 = 25.6%; Figure 6c),
beyond which the samples hardened at increasing rates up to the highest P of 160 imposed. Note that
aside from the similar hardening rates shown during Stage 2, the values of Δφt and Δφi determined at
given mean effective stress and initial porosity values are similar within ~10% to the values measured
during the hydrostatic stages of our combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric experiments (see Figures 4a–4c),
at least up to the highest hydrostatic P of 80 MPa explored in the latter.

Bulk moduli (K) determined from our hydrostatic (Rene vessel) unloading data at P values of 30, 50, and
85 MPa are presented in Figure 5a, where they are compared to the hydrostatic bulk moduli obtained in
our hydrostatic plus deviatoric experiments. For given P and similar φ0 values, K values obtained in the
purely hydrostatic (Rene) experiments are similar to those obtained in the hydrostatic unloading stages of
combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric experiments, within the error of 10% determined for the former
(Rene) set of K (Figure 5a). Note that the similar P versus Δφt, Δφi, and K behaviors obtained using the pore
volume data of combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric tests versus those determined using the bulk volume
data of the hydrostatic (Rene) tests suggests that our initial assumption of roughly equal bulk and pore
volume responses (see section 3.4.2) was a good approximation.

4.3. Sample‐Scale Observations and Microstructural Data
4.3.1. Sample Scale
Posttest, visual inspection of samples tested in combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric stress cycling experi-
ments revealed a single shear fracture in each of the low porosity samples that showed Stage 3d (i.e., dilatant)
behavior at effective confining pressures Pc

eff of 5, 20, and 40 MPa (samples z20a, z20d, and z20c, respec-
tively). In these samples, the angle of the fracture plane to the core axis (i.e., the main compression direction)
increased from 25° to 40° with increasing test Pc

eff. The low porosity sample z20b, which showed Stage 3c
behavior during deviatoric stress cycling at Pc

eff = 80 MPa (Figure 4a) and the intermediate porosity sample
z24d, yielding Stage 3d behavior during deviatoric stress cycling at Pc

eff = 20 MPa (Figure 4b), revealed mul-
tiple, conjugate fractures, located within 20 mm of one sample end. These fractures were orientated at an
angle of about 70° ± 10° to the core axis. No macroscopically visible deformation features were observed
in any of the remaining experiments, deviatoric, or hydrostatic.

Figure 6. Plots showing mean effective stress (P) versus total (Δφt) and inelastic porosity reduction (Δφi) data obtained in our purely hydrostatic stress cycling
experiments performed in the Rene vessel on samples with (a) low (φ0 = 13.9%), (b) intermediate (φ0 = of 21.4%), and (c) high initial porosities (φ0 = 25.6%).
These samples were obtained from the same depth interval as the samples used in the stress cycling experiments shown in Figure 4. P–Δφt and P–Δφi data show
typical Stages 1 (nonlinear and concave up), 2 (near linear), and 3c (nonlinear and concave down) behavior (cf. Figure 2). Arrows indicate the onset of Stage 3c
behavior in each experiment (Pstage3c; Table 1).
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4.3.2. Microstructure
Mean crack density data obtained as described in Section 3.5 from BSE
images of our deformed samples and of their undeformed counterparts
are shown in Table 1. A detailed description of the individual distributions
of intragranular crack densities across the length of each sample analyzed
is given in the supporting information S4. In brief, all undeformed samples
showed a roughly uniform crack density distribution, with lowmean crack
density values (ρcr ) in the range of 5 to 12 mm−2 (Table 1). All deformed
samples analyzed showed higher ρcr than seen in their undeformed coun-
terparts, ranging from 10 to 73mm−2 where values increased with increas-
ing testing effective confining pressure (Table 1). The highest mean crack
density was seen in the hydrostatically deformed sample z24e, revealing a
roughly uniform crack density distribution. In samples deformed in our
hydrostatic plus deviatoric tests, the increase in intragranular cracks was
highly heterogeneous, where most cracks were seen along in 1 to 10 mm
wide sections along the profile lines. In viewing the stitched micrographs
at multiple scales, one can see that these high crack densities reflect inter-
section of the profile line with diffuse bands of high crack density (see sup-
porting information S4). Where macroscopic features were observed, high
crack density bands reflected the intersection of these inclined features (as
was the case for z20c and z24d). Where no macroscopically visible defor-
mation feature was present, high crack density bands were often oriented
subperpendicular (±20°) to the main compression direction.

5. Microstructural Reference Test Results
5.1. Mechanical Data

It will be recalled that these experiments consisted of combined hydro-
static plus deviatoric tests performed on samples with an intermediate

initial porosity of 21.9% (z77a–z77c). The experiments consisted of monotonic, hydrostatic, and then devia-
toric loading and unloading only (no cycling). The mean effective stress versus total porosity reduction data
obtained in these tests are presented in Figure 7. The data show closely reproducible uploading behavior. All
samples showed concave‐up P–Δφt behavior up to P ≈ 35 MPa and Δφt ≈ 2.0%. Samples z77b and z77c
showed near‐linear behavior beyond this, up to P ≈ 58 MPa (Q = 54 MPa) and Δφt ≈ 2.8%, at which point
z77b was unloaded. Further loading of sample z77c produced a short interval of strain‐hardening at decreas-
ing rate (Stage 3c), leading to a broad peak in mean effective stress of P = 59.7 MPa (Qpeak = 59.1 MPa), at
Δφt = 2.9%, after which minor strain softening occurred (<1 MPa). After unloading to the reference mean
effective stress of 5 MPa, samples z77a, z77b, and z77c showed final inelastic porosity reductions (Δφi,fin)
of 1.24%, 1.35%, and 1.68%, respectively. Overall, the P–Δφt behavior shown was closely similar to that
obtained in the stress cycled, hydrostatic plus deviatoric experiments performed at the same conditions on
sample z24c with similar initial porosity (φ0 = 21.5%; Figure 4b).

5.2. Microstructural Data

The intragranular crack densities determined along the plug axis of reference test samples z77a–z77c
(φ0 = 21.9%) and undeformed counterpart sample z77 are plotted in Figure 8. The undeformed sample shows
a mean crack density (ρcr) of 12.8 mm−2 (Figure 8a). The distribution of crack densities along the length of
the sample is roughly uniform and is characterized by a SD of 6.6 mm−2 from the mean. In samples z77a,
compressed hydrostatically to Pc

eff = 0 MPa, and z77b, which was additionally loaded deviatorically to
Q = 50 MPa, the mean crack densities are slightly higher, specifically 14.2 and 17.7 mm−2, respectively. In
sample z77a, the crack density distribution is still approximately uniform (SD = 7.7 mm−2). In sample
z77b, the crack density distribution remains uniform in the bulk of the sample, but higher values are locally
seen near the top and bottom of this sample, reaching 50 mm−2. By contrast, Sample z77c, deviatorically
compressed at Pc

eff = 40 MPa beyond the peak stress (P = 59.7 MPa, Qpeak = 59.1 MPa), shows a mean crack
density of 55.3 mm−2. Moreover, the crack density distribution is highly heterogeneous (SD = 29.1), locally

Figure 7. Plot showing mean effective stress (P) versus total porosity
reduction (Δφt) data obtained in our hydrostatic plus deviatoric micro-
structural reference tests. Samples z77a, z77b, and z77c were deformed up
to parts of the P–Δφt curve corresponding approximately to the end of
Stages 1, 2, and 3c, respectively, as defined in Figure 2. These samples were
used to investigate the grain‐scale mechanisms accommodating inelastic
compaction in each of these stages.
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showing values as high as 70–150 mm−2, notably at 27 and 44–51 mm from the sample top and in the bottom
3 mm of the sample (Figure 8c). Viewing the micrographs at multiple scales (see supporting information)
showed that these high crack densities reflect intersection with 2‐ to 10‐mm wide, diffuse bands of high
crack density, which are oriented subperpendicular (±20°) to the main compression direction.

To illustrate the general microstructural character of our microstructural reference test samples, representa-
tive BSE micrographs were selected from the locations indicated in Figure 8 (arrows) and are presented in
Figure 9. The undeformed sample (Figure 9a) is composed of predominantly quartz grains (~75 vol%), with
lesser amounts of feldspar (~20 vol%), and clays (~5 vol%). The latter two are clearly highlighted in an Al ele-
ment map obtained using electron dispersive X‐ray spectrometry (Figure 9b). Quartz and feldspar grains are
typically 100–200 μm in size, subrounded, slightly elongated, and frequently oriented with their long axes
perpendicular to the sample/core axis (= parallel to sedimentary lamination). Clay films coating the pore
walls are often relatively thick (5–20 μm), while thinner clay films (1–5 μm) are found within grain contacts
(Figure 9b). In both undeformed and deformed samples, intragranular cracks typically emanate from the
periphery of grain‐to‐grain contacts (yellow arrows, in Figure 9) or from within grain contacts (white
arrows), where they are often found at small grain contact asperities (<10 μm) or at intergranular pores
(Figure 9d). In parts of the deformed samples where the intragranular crack density is relatively low
(<30 mm−2; see black arrows, in Figure 8), the corresponding microstructure (Figures 9c–9e) is essentially
indistinguishable from that of the undeformed counterpart (Figure 9a). By contrast, in the high crack density
regions seen in deformed sample z77c (e.g., red arrow, Figure 8d), intragranular and transgranular cracks
are ubiquitous, being associated with pervasive grain crushing in triangular regions at quartz/feldspar grain
contacts and in transgranular zones spanning individual and multiple grains (red arrows, Figure 9f).

Figure 8. Plots showing the intragranular crack density (cracks per mm2) distribution along the length of each sample
(φ0 = 21.9%) deformed in microstructural reference tests (Figure 7), and of their undeformed counterpart. Mean crack
densities, the standard deviation of the crack density distribution, and the final inelastic porosity reductions (Δφi,fin)
measured at the end of each test are indicated. Arrows indicate the sample depths of the micrographs shown in Figure 9.
(a) Undeformed sample z77, showing a roughly uniform crack density distribution. (b) Sample z77a, deformed into
Stage 1. (c) Sample z77b, deformed into Stage 2. (d) Sample z77c, deformed into Stage 3c, and beyond failure. Note the
markedly increased, heterogeneously distributed crack densities in this sample.
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6. Discussion

The mean effective stress (P) versus total porosity reduction (Δφt) and inelastic porosity reduction (Δφi) data
presented here for Slochteren sandstone show a clear transition from initial, nonlinear, concave‐up behavior
(Stage 1; compare Figures 3, 4, and 6 with Figure 2), to subsequent near‐linear behavior (Stage 2) and final,
nonlinear, dilatant (Stage 3d), or compactant behavior (Stage 3c). Both elastic and inelastic deformation con-
tributed significantly to each of these stages, including in the near‐linear Stage 2 (Figures 3, 4, and 6), which
is often assumed to reflect poroelastic deformation only (see Introduction). During Stage 2, the total harden-
ing rates (i.e., dP/dΔφt) and inelastic hardening rates (i.e., dP/dΔφi) were both found similar during devia-
toric and hydrostatic uploading, indicating isotropic behavior. Total hardening rates constituted a

Figure 9. Backscatter electron micrographs recovered from samples (φ0 = 21.9%), deformed in our microstructural refer-
ence tests (Figure 7) and from their undeformed counterpart. The locations of these micrographs are indicated with
arrows in Figure 8. White and yellow arrows indicate intragranular cracks emanating, respectively, from within grain
contacts or from the peripheries of grain contacts. (a) The undeformed sample z77 shows few intragranular cracks.
(b) Same view as in (a), showing regions of high aluminum content, highlighting feldspar and clay films coating the pore
walls and grain contacts. (c) Sample z77b, compressed into Stage 2, showing a microstructure similar to that of the
undeformed sample. (d) Close‐up from (c), showing a thin clay film present within a rough grain contact. Intragranular
cracks emanate from a pore present within this grain contact. (e) Micrograph obtained from a low crack density
region (black arrow in Figure 8d) of sample z77c deformed into Stage 3c, showing a very similar microstructure to its
undeformed counterpart (a). (f) Micrograph obtained from a high crack density region (red arrow in Figure 8d) of the same
sample z77c, showing pervasive grain crushing (red arrows).
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near‐constant 8.3 ± 0.5 GPa in low porosity sandstone (φ0 = 13.4%–13.9%), 5.7 ± 0.4 GPa at intermediate
porosities (φ0 = 21.4%–21.5%), and 4.1 ± 0.5 GPa in high porosity samples (φ0 = 25.6%–26.4%).
Corresponding inelastic hardening rates (i.e., dP/dΔφi) were 27.8 ± 1.2 GPa (low φ0), 16.7 ± 0.7 GPa (inter-
mediate φ0), and 9.8 ± 0.5 GPa (high φ0). Thus, during Stage 2, approximately 30% to 50% of the total por-
osity reduction was inelastic. At higher stresses, that is, in Stages 3d and 3c, a similar inelastic contribution
was demonstrated, with final total porosity reductions (Δφt)fin ranging from −0.4% (dilatant; at
Pc

eff = 5 MPa) to 7.4% (compactive), to which inelastic deformation contributed −0.1% to 3.2% in absolute
terms (Table 1). Crucially, we demonstrated that the stress cycling method employed to quantify the
reported P–Δφi and Q–εi behavior did not impact the overall stress‐strain behavior through effects such
as damage accumulation (Figure 3). Bulk and Young's moduli characterizing the elastic component of
deformation were shown to increase with increasing mean effective stress, and with decreasing initial
porosity (Figure 5). After Stage 1 and 2 deformations, micrographs showed a small increase in intragranular
crack density ( ρcr = 14.1 and 17.2 mm−2) with respect to the undeformed counterpart samples ( ρcr
= 12.8 mm−2). By contrast, after Stage 3d or Stage 3c deformations, intragranular crack densities were gen-
erally higher (ρcr = 10 to 72 mm−2; Table 1).

6.1. Elastic Behavior of the Slochteren Sandstone

The present data on the truly elastic behavior of our samples yielded bulk moduli in the range 1 to 11 GPa
and Young's moduli varying from 3 to 22 GPa. Both were found to increase with increasing mean effective
stress (P) and with decreasing initial sample porosity (φ0; Figure 5). Stiffening of elastic moduli with increas-
ing mean effective stress and decreasing initial porosity is well known in sandstones (Blöcher et al., 2014;
Chang et al., 2006; Fortin et al., 2005; Heap et al., 2010; Ingraham et al., 2017). These effects occur because
the (average) grain contact area and (quasi‐Hertzian) contact stiffness increases with decreasing initial por-
osity and with increasing grain contact compression (Digby, 1981; Walton, 1987).

At low mean effective stresses (≤30 MPa), corresponding to Stage 3d behavior in samples deviatorically tested at
Pc

eff = 5MPa and to Stage 1 behavior in all other samples, K values obtained during (Stage 1) hydrostatic unload-
ing weremore compliant than those seen during (Stage 3d) deviatoric unloading at Pc

eff = 5 and 20MPa, suggest-
ing anisotropic elastic behavior. By contrast, at P values of 50 and 85MPa, corresponding to the near‐linear Stage 2
during both deviatoric and hydrostatic unloading, K was found to be similar in both deviatoric and hydrostatic
unloading. This suggests that during Stage 2, the elastic behavior was isotropic. In line with previous work
(David et al., 2012; Walsh, 1965), we suggest that the anisotropic versus isotropic behaviors were controlled by
the elastic closure and opening of intragranular cracks and possibly dilated grain boundaries during loading
and unloading, respectively. In part, intragranular cracks are already present in the microstructure (Figure 8a).
In addition, low confinement (Pc

eff = 5 MPa), deviatoric Stage 3d compression was shown to lead to an increase
in such cracks (see section 4.3.2) likely increasing the anisotropy. By contrast, during progressive Stage 1 hydro-
static compression, virtually no new intragranular cracks were formed (Figure 8b), while preexisting cracks are
progressively closed and are fully closed at the onset of the near‐linear Stage 2.

6.2. Inelastic Deformation Mechanisms in the Present Experiments

As noted in the introduction, the mechanisms accommodating inelastic deformation of sandstone under low
temperature, laboratory conditions (T < 150 °C) and relatively rapid strain or loading rates (_εt ~ 10−5 s−1;
Ṗ ~ 0.1 MPa s−1) have often been reported to include intragranular cracking, intergranular cracking. and
intergranular shear displacements. In addition, during each of the three deformation stages seen in previous
P versus Δφt data for sandstones (Figure 2), these inelastic mechanisms are thought to partition differently
(Bernabe et al., 1994; Menéndez et al., 1996; Renard et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2000). In line with this, our micro-
structural reference samples z77a–z77c, deformed to the end of Stages 1 (z77a), 2 (z77b), and 3c (z77c;
Figure 7) showed mean intragranular crack densities per unit final inelastic porosity reduction of 11.4,
13.1, and 32.3 mm−2/%, respectively. To investigate the role played by intragranular cracking in accommo-
dating inelastic porosity reduction more specifically for each individual deformation stage, we assume that
the initial microstructures of our three deformed reference samples, z77a–z77c were equivalent prior to test-
ing and hence to that of the undeformed sample (z77). We further assume that the reproducible P–Δφt beha-
vior seen during testing (Figure 7) implies similar microstructural evolution. The role played by
intragranular cracking per unit inelastic porosity reduction in each stage can then be quantified from the
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changes inmean crack density and final inelastic porosity reductionmeasured in progressing from the unde-
formed sample, to sample z77a (end Stage 1), to sample z77b (end Stage 2), and to sample z77c (end Stage 3c).
The resulting stage‐specific changes in mean crack density per unit porosity reduction were 1.1, 32.4, and
110.7 mm−2/%, respectively, while the corresponding strain‐normalized standard deviations were 6.2, 6.7,
and 17.3 mm−2/%, respectively. These results suggest that the role played by intragranular cracking in
achieving inelastic porosity reduction is negligible during Stage 1, small during Stage 2, andmuch larger dur-
ing Stage 3c (cf. Menéndez et al., 1996; Wu et al., 2000).

As indicated earlier, the initial, compliant, and nonlinear P–Δφt behavior defining Stage 1 is commonly
attributed to the progressive elastic/inelastic closure of preexisting, intergranular and/or intragranular
cracks (David et al., 2012; Walsh, 1965), which is consistent with the lack of any increase in crack density
seen after Stage 1 deformation only (Figure 8b). Beyond Stage 1 and into Stage 2 at P > 35 MPa, near linear
yet partially inelastic (30%–50%) P–Δφt behavior followed, suggesting a change in both elastic and inelastic
deformation mechanisms. Interestingly, this mean effective stress of 35 MPa is similar to the mean effective
stresses of 39 MPa, measured in the Slochteren sandstone reservoir in Zeerijp at the time of core extraction
(van Eijs, 2015). This may suggest that intergranular and/or intragranular cracks were introduced to our
samples as “core damage” during release of the in situ stresses supported by the sample during core extrac-
tion (Holt et al., 2000; Santarelli & Dusseault, 1991). It is anticipated, then, that while exploring mean effec-
tive stresses exceeding those prevalent in the reservoir (i.e., P > 39 MPa), such initial damage effects are
largely removed and the inelastic strains measured from this point onward are newly induced.

During Stage 2, the importance of intragranular cracking per unit inelastic porosity reduction was larger, but
still much smaller than that seen during Stage 3c. Therefore, for the bulk of Stage 2, we speculate that inter-
granular normal and/or shear displacements likely accommodated most of the inelastic deformation,
beyond the “damage closure” effects of Stage 1. Normal grain boundary displacements could potentially
occur by internal grain contact asperity breakage or through the squeezing and/or dewatering of intergranu-
lar clay films at contacts under concentrated normal stress (e.g., Figures 9b and 9d). We note, though, that
microstructural evidence for such intergranular normal and shear displacements or the accommodating
mechanism is still lacking and requires further investigation.

Aside fromminor increases in intragranular crack density seen at the ends of sample z77b, deformed into Stage
2, no evidence for localization was observed (Figures 8b and 8c). By contrast, all of the microstructurally inves-
tigated samples, deformed into the nonlinear Stages 3d and 3c of the P–Δφt curve showed amarked increase in
intragranular crack density (Figure 9f) within localized bands (see supporting information S4). Within these
bands, pervasive grain and grain contact crushing was seen, especially in samples deviatorically tested at
Pc

eff ≥ 40 MPa (Figure 9f). In addition, all low porosity samples subjected to deviatoric loading into Stages 3d
and 3c, as well as intermediate porosity sample z24d tested in deviatoric compression at Pc

eff = 20MPa showed
macroscopically visible, localized shear bands. These results are in good agreement with previous experiments
on sandstone, which have demonstrated that Stage 3d/3c deformation leads to a significant, localized increase
in acoustic emissions (DiGiovanni et al., 2007; Fortin et al., 2006), intragranular cracks (Baud et al., 2004;
Tembe et al., 2008), and porosity change (Fortin et al., 2005; Renard et al., 2017).

6.3. Effects of Initial Porosity and Inelastic Porosity Reduction on Strain Hardening

Here we analyze the effect of initial porosity and inelastic porosity reduction on the hardening behavior
shown by our samples, for the full range of stress conditions explored. The results form the basis needed
for assessing to what extent our data can be described by a granular medium plasticity model in which
the P–Δφi or Q–εi behavior is solely dependent on initial porosity and inelastic porosity reduction.

To investigate the sensitivity of the hardening behavior shown by our samples to initial porosity and to inelastic
porosity reduction, we contour fixed values of inelastic porosity reduction developed during all stages of strain
hardening behavior in differential stress (Q) versus mean effective stress (P) space for each set of samples with
similar initial porosity (within 0.8%; Figure 10; cf. Karner et al., 2005; Wong et al., 1992). Compaction occurring
during strain‐neutral or strain‐softening behavior is not contoured. We assume that the values of Q, P, and Δφi
measured after any two consecutive stress cycles of the same experiment can each be interpolated linearly, to
obtain the stress conditions matching fixed 0.1% increments in Δφi. For reference, the maximum stress states
imposed in individual stress cycles are indicated in Figure 10 with black dots. Peak stress conditions beyond
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which strain‐softening behavior was observed (i.e.,Qpeak in Table 1 and the corresponding P) are encircled in red
and are used to delineate the stress conditions required for failure in samples with low (φ0 = 13.4%–13.9%),
intermediate (φ0 = 21.4%–21.5%), and high initial porosity (φ0 = 25.6%–26.4%).

The red failure lines plotted in Figure 10 for samples with low, intermediate, and high initial porosities
show a positive, slightly downward curved slope in Q versus P space, with average slopes of about 1.1, 0.8,
and 0.6, respectively. These slopes, their porosity dependence, and the dilatant failure modes observed at
low P (i.e., Stage 3d; Figures 4a–4c) are qualitatively consistent with typical, Mohr‐Coulomb shear behavior
(e.g., Paterson & Wong, 2005), involving intergranular cracking plus frictional, intergranular slip (Guéguen
& Fortin, 2013). The inelastic porosity reduction contours (black lines in Figure 10) are orientated at high
angles to the red failure lines. From the orientations of these contour lines and from their spacing, three dif-
ferent types of inelastic deformation behavior can be distinguished, as described below. These correspond to
the inelastic porosity reduction values associated with Stage 1 (see Figure 2), near‐linear Stage 2, and final
nonlinear Stage 3c behavior (Figures 4a–4c).

During Stage 1 (P up to 35 MPa), relatively large inelastic porosity reductions were measured in both hydro-
static and deviatoric compression, with Δφi up to 0.6% in low porosity samples (φ0 = 13.4%–13.9%), Δφi up to
0.8% for intermediate porosities (φ0 = 21.4%–21.5%), and Δφi up to 1.2% in the high porosity sandstones
(φ0 = 25.6%–26.4%). For these values of Δφi, inelastic porosity reduction contours (black lines, Figure 10)
are closely spaced and are characterized by steep positive to near‐vertical slopes. Hence, at these conditions,
inelastic compaction behavior is highly compliant, strongly dependent on the mean effective stress and
almost independent of differential stress. This implies that the deformation mechanism inferred to control
Stage 1 inelastic deformation, that is, intergranular or interparticle closure of preexisting damage is predo-
minantly controlled by P not by Q (see also Karner et al., 2005).

During Stage 2, inelastic porosity reductions ranged from approximately 0.6% to 1.0% (φ0 = 13.4%–13.9%; see
Table 1), 0.8% to 1.1% (φ0 = 21.4%–21.5%), and 1.2% to 1.7% (φ0 = 25.6%–26.4%). For these values of Δφi, the spa-
cing between inelastic porosity reduction contours is wider. At the onset of Stage 2, the differential stresses deli-
neated by individual contours show a minor inverse dependence on P. With increasing Q and P, this inverse
dependence increases (i.e., the slope of contour lines becomes less negative), until the shear failure line, or
Stage 3c is reached. This suggests a transition in behavior of the mechanisms suggested to control inelastic

Figure 10. Plots showing the differential stress (Q) versus mean effective stress (P) conditions required for strain softening (i.e., failure—solid red lines) and to
induce the indicated values of inelastic porosity reduction (black contour lines), in our samples with (a) low (φ0 = of 13.4%–13.9%), (b) intermediate (φ0 = of
21.4%–21.5%), and (c) high initial porosities (φ0 = of 25.6%–26.4%). Only porosity reductions accompanied by strain hardening (positive slopes of P–Δφi curves in
Figures 4 and 6) are contoured. Black dots represent the maximum stress conditions imposed in each stress cycle. The differential stresses delineated by inelastic
porosity reduction contours show a direct P dependence at low P, transitioning into an inverse P dependence at higher P. Where an inverse P dependence is
observed, these data are compared to modified Cam‐clay yield envelopes (dashed red ellipses; see section 6.4.1). However, for the highest inelastic porosity
reductions (≥1.7%) seen in our high porosity samples, no adequate fit could be achieved. TheM factors controlling the shape of the yield envelope generally decrease
with increasing inelastic porosity reduction.
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compaction during Stage 2 (i.e., grain boundary asperity breakage and/or consolidation and shear of intergranular
clays, with a smaller role played by intragranular cracking—see previous section) from being initially primarily P
sensitive, to becoming increasingly more sensitive to Q toward the later stages of Stage 2 and into Stage 3c.

Stage 3c hardening behavior was seen atΔφi > 1.0% (low porosity) >1.1% (intermediate porosity) and>1.7% (high
porosity). Here all samples and particularly the intermediate and high porosity ones (φ0≥ 21.4%) showedQ‐ and
P‐sensitive contour lines, where a marked decrease in their spacing implies increased inelastic compaction rates.
Such differential stress‐ or shear‐enhanced compaction behavior is well known to occur during Stage 3c (Baud
et al., 2006; Curran&Carroll, 1979; Tembe et al., 2008;Wong et al., 1997). This behavior is thought to be controlled
by intragranular cracking, which is favored upon tangential loading of grain contacts (Shah & Wong, 1997). It
appears, then, that compaction during the initial stages of Stage 2 is accommodated by predominantly Q
insensitive, intergranular processes, where the progressive decrease in slope of Stage 2 contour lines (increasing
Q‐sensitivity) reflects an increasing role played by intragranular cracking, becoming dominant in Stage 3c.

6.4. Comparison With Plasticity Theory
6.4.1. Modified Cam‐Clay Yield Envelope
We nowmake use of the data plotted in Figure 10 to explore to what extent the present stress versus inelastic
strain data can be described using the general plasticity theory for granular media outlined by Muir Wood
(1991, Chapter 4). In principle, this theory provides a description for the stress versus inelastic strain beha-
vior for yield envelopes of any shape in P–Q space. Here we use the modified Cam‐clay yield function,
because of its previous use in geomechanical modelling of upper crustal hydrocarbon reservoirs (Chan
et al., 2004; Crawford et al., 2011) and in more generic studies of inelastic sandstone deformation (Schultz
& Siddharthan, 2005; Skurtveit et al., 2013). In the modified Cam‐clay formulation, the stress conditions
required for yield are described in differential stress (Q = [σ1 − σ3]) versus mean effective stress
(P = [σ1 + 2σ3]/3 − Pp) space, by the following elliptical function:

f Q;P; σ*ð Þ ¼ Q2−M2P σ*−Pð Þ ¼ 0 (1)

Here σ* is the hydrostatic mean effective stress required for the onset of inelastic deformation, andM is the
slope of the critical state line, alongwhich inelastic axial compression occurs at zero inelastic volume change.
The factors σ* and M control the size and height‐over‐width ratio (i.e., the ellipticity) of the yield envelope,
respectively. Most models for inelastic deformation of granular media utilizing plasticity theory, such as the
modified Cam‐clay model (Muir Wood, 1991), the critical state model (Schofield & Wroth, 1968), and the
cap‐model (DiMaggio & Sandler, 1971) assume that hardening occurs with inelastic porosity reduction only
andwith no effect of inelastic axial strain or shear strain. To test to what extent this assumption applies to our
experiments, we directly compare the modified Cam‐clay yield surfaces described by equation (1) (i.e., the
stress conditions required to achieve a given value of compaction), to the inelastic porosity reduction con-
tours outlined in Figure 10. In doing so, the σ* value used to construct a yield surface using equation (1) is
given by the mean effective stress required to induce the corresponding value of inelastic porosity reduction
during our hydrostatic tests. Since inelastic porosity reduction was observed from the onset of compression
(Figures 3, 4, and 6), this means that the initial value of σ* is equal to the mean effective stress of 5 MPa
imposed at the start of each experiment. The shape factorM was varied for each yield envelope, until a best
fit to the corresponding contour line was achieved, based on visual inspection. For each yield envelope fitted
in this way, the uncertainty inMwas estimated by exploring theM values for which the yield envelope fitted
at least two data points defining the corresponding contour. The uncertainty inMwas found to be ±0.1 (i.e.,
±5%–15%). Note, though, that each of these yield envelopes is typically constrained by only three data points,
meaning that additional uncertainty inMwill exist due to sample variation. Ideally, more experimental data
would be available for samples with the same porosity values, that is, from the same depth intervals used
here. In the present study, the number of samples per core interval was limited by the diameter of the core
(~10 cm). Alternatively, more detailed delineation of inelastic porosity reduction contours could be
attempted using the method outlined by Tembe et al. (2007), in which the confining pressure and axial stress
imposed in a triaxial test are manipulated simultaneously so as to maintain constant pore volume.

Returning to the comparison of our data with the Cam‐clay model, for the low inelastic porosity reductions
of Δφi < 0.6% (φ0 = 13.4%–13.9%), Δφi < 0.8% (φ0 = 21.4%–21.5%), and Δφi < 1.2% (φ0 = 25.6%–26.4%),
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corresponding to Stage 1 deformation, the fit between inelastic porosity reduction lines and elliptical Cam‐

clay yield surface was poor. However, at greater inelastic porosity reductions of up to 1.2% (φ0 = 13.4%–
13.9%), 1.7% (φ0 = 21.4%–21.5%), and 1.6% (φ0 = 25.6%–26.4%), corresponding to Stages 2 and 3c
deformation (Figures 4a–4c), the stress conditions outlined by inelastic porosity contours were reasonably
well described by the Cam‐clay yield surfaces shown in Figure 10 (i.e., within a difference in Q or P of
5 MPa). The shape factor M used to construct the envelopes shown for samples deformed in Stages 2 and
3c ranged from 2.4 to 0.9 and decreased with increasing inelastic porosity reduction. The highest M values
were obtained for our samples with the lowest initial porosity during Stage 2 (φ0 = 13.4%–13.9%;
Figure 10a). Similar trends have been seen in previous work on bassanite, showing a decreasing height‐
over‐width ratio of the yield envelope with increasing inelastic compaction (Bedford et al., 2018). For our
high porosity samples (φ0 = 25.6%–26.4%), the Stage 3c behavior (Δφi > 1.7%) could not be fitted with
elliptical yield envelopes, without having these envelopes cross the envelopes corresponding to the lower
inelastic porosity reductions of Stage 2 (Figure 10c). Rather, for these highly porous samples and the Stage
3c porosity reductions, a linear end‐cap, rather than an elliptical one may be more appropriate, such as
proposed by Guéguen and Fortin (2013).
6.4.2. Normality Condition
The Muir Wood plasticity theory predicts that during yielding of isotropic, granular materials, each incre-
ment of inelastic strain develops normal to the yield surface, that is, these materials obey the normality or
associative flow condition (Muir Wood, 1991; see also Desai & Siriwardane, 1984). If the normality condition
is not satisfied, more complex, nonassociative models are required (e.g., Issen & Rudnicki, 2000; Rudnicki &
Rice, 1975). Here we test whether the condition holds for the yield surfaces drawn in Figure 10. In P–Q space,
the normality condition implies that the ratio between the increments of inelastic volumetric strain
(dεv,i = dεi + 2dε3,i) and inelastic shear strain (dγi = 2/3[dεi− dε3,i]) developing upon an incremental increase
of the mean effective stress (dP) and/or differential stress (dQ) satisfies the relations (Muir Wood, 1991):

dεv;i
dγi

¼ δf =δP
δf =δQ

¼ M2− Q
P

� �2
2 Q

P

(2)

Noting that εv,i ≈ Δφi (see section 3.4.2), equation (2) can be rewritten as the ratio between the inelastic por-
osity reduction and the inelastic axial strain:

dΔφi

dεi
¼

3 M2− Q
P

� �2� �
6 Q

P þM2− Q
P

� �2 (3)

Inserting the M values obtained for each yield envelope shown in Figure 10 into equation (3), we predicted

the dΔφi
dεi

versus P behavior implied by these envelopes if the normality condition applies. The predicted curves

are shown in Figure 11, where they are compared to experimental Δ Δφið Þ
Δεi

versus P data, measured during the

deviatoric stages of our hydrostatic plus deviatoric experiments at the relevant initial porosity and inelastic
porosity reduction values (red and blue symbols). Red and blue symbols indicate that the corresponding data
points were obtained within, respectively, the near linear (Stage 2—red) and the subsequent nonlinear
(Stage 3c—blue) portions of the P versus Δφt curves shown in Figure 4. For reference, we include the
P–Δφi data obtained in the purely hydrostatic testing in the Rene vessel (Figure 6), by assuming isotropic,
inelastic compaction behavior, so that Δεi = Δε2,i = Δε3,i, implying Δ (Δφi) ≈ 3Δεi. For these samples,
Δ Δφið Þ
Δεi

is accordingly assumed to be equal to 3 (grey symbols).

Figure 11 shows that for the same values of mean effective stress, initial porosity, and inelastic porosity

reduction, the Δ Δφið Þ
Δεi

values obtained during deviatoric stress cycling in Stage 2 (red) are similar to those pre-

dicted assuming normality. Hence, during the near linear, Stage 2 part of the P–Δφt curve, the normality
condition is satisfied. This, combined with (a) the similar hardening behavior shown during Stage 2 hydro-
static and deviatoric compression (Figures 4a–4c) and (b) the absence of significant localization shown by
the intragranular crack density profile measured after Stage 2 deformation (Figure 8c), implies that inelastic
deformation in Slochteren sandstone behaves isotropically during Stage 2. Furthermore, since the yield
envelopes in Figure 10 were fitted to inelastic porosity reduction contours (thus ignoring any influence of
inelastic axial strain) Stage 2 hardening must be predominantly controlled by inelastic porosity reduction,
with a negligible influence of inelastic axial strain.
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By contrast, the Δ Δφið Þ
Δεi

values obtained during Stage 3c deviatoric stress cycling (blue points) are higher than

those predicted assuming normality at the corresponding values of P, φ0, andΔφi. Hence, for each increase in
inelastic axial strain, more inelastic porosity reduction was seen than expected for an isotropic material (cf.
Baud et al., 2006). This is in agreement with the different inelastic hardening trends shown during deviatoric
versus hydrostatic compression (Figures 4a–4c) and with our microstructural evidence for strongly localized
deformation in Stage 3c (Figures 8d, 9e, 9f, and S4). This confirms the inference by previous authors that loca-
lized, inelastic deformation of sandstone leads to inelastic strains that cannot be directly related to the yield
envelope via the normality condition (Baud et al., 2006; Issen & Rudnicki, 2000; Rudnicki & Rice, 1975).

In summary, the presently used plasticity model, involving a modified Cam‐clay yield envelope and porosity‐
controlled hardening behavior adequately describes the inelastic deformation behavior occurring during the near
linear, Stage 2 part of the P–Δφt curve, while the high‐strain Stage 3c behavior is poorly described by this model.

7. Implications for the Groningen Gas Field
7.1. Mechanical Behavior Under In Situ Conditions

To assess the impact of current and future production strategies in producing fields, such as the
Groningen gas field (Figure 1) on subsidence and induced seismicity, geomechanical models require
an accurate description of the elastic versus inelastic deformation behavior, relevant for the small

Figure 11. Plots showing the ratio of changes in inelastic porosity reduction and inelastic axial strain Δ (Δφi)/(Δεi) ver-
sus mean effective stress data (P), obtained for the contoured values of inelastic porosity reduction measured in samples
with (a) low (φ0 = of 13.4%–13.9%), (b) intermediate (φ0 = of 21.4%–21.5%), and (c) high initial porosities (φ0 = of
25.6%–26.4%). Only the data that were adequately fitted to Cam‐clay yield surfaces in Figure 10 are shown. Red and
blue symbols indicate data obtained during deviatoric stress cycling from the near‐linear (Stage 2) and nonlinear,
compactant (Stage 3c) parts of the present P–Δφt curves (Figure 4). The P–Δφi data obtained in our hydrostatic
experiments, in which εi was not measured, are included here for reference (grey symbols) by assuming isotropic
inelastic compaction, that is, Δ (Δφi)/(Δεi) = 3. Dashed tie lines connect data corresponding to the fixed values of
inelastic porosity reduction indicated in black. These data are compared to the behavior implied by the modified
Cam‐clay yield envelopes constructed for these values of inelastic porosity reduction shown in Figure 10, assuming that
the normality condition applies (grey curves). If the normality condition applies, then the grey curves and the Δ (Δφi)/
(Δεi) versus P data obtained for the same value of Δφi overlap, which is the case for Stage 2 data (red) only.
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strains accompanying pore pressure reduction (de Waal et al., 2015; Spiers et al., 2017). In sandstone
reservoirs, the vertical strains, whether these are measured in situ (Cannon & Kole, 2017; Kole, 2015)
or are inferred from surface subsidence data (Bourne et al., 2014; Mallman & Zoback, 2007; Morton
et al., 2006), typically fall in the range of 0.1% to 1.0%. If we assume that any preexisting cracks present
in the sandstone test samples are already closed in the reservoir, then the compliant, Stage 1 inelastic
porosity reductions seen in our experiments are not expected to occur in the reservoir. The present devia-
toric test data showed that during Stage 2, the changes in total axial strain ranged up to 1.0%
(φ0 = 13.4%–13.9%), 0.7% (φ0 = 21.4%–21.5%), and 0.7% (φ0 = 25.6%–26.4%), while the corresponding
changes in total porosity reduction ranged up to 1.1%, 1.3%, and 1.9%, respectively. The small vertical
strains seen in sandstone reservoirs, notably that in Groningen (up to ~0.3%; Cannon & Kole, 2017;
NAM, 2016), fall well within these ranges for the total axial strain, suggesting that in situ compaction
largely reflects Stage 2 deformation behavior. During Stage 2, inelastic porosity reductions were generally
small (0.4% to 0.6%) but still constitute 30% to 50% of the total porosity reduction measured in this stage
(Figure 4). In many geomechanical modelling studies (Bourne et al., 2014; Dempsey & Suckale, 2017;
Lele et al., 2016; Postma & Jansen, 2018; Wassing et al., 2016; Zbinden et al., 2017), these inelastic strains
are ignored, while the stress versus total strain behavior is quantified using be assumed elastic constants.
We emphasize that while this assumption of poroelastic behavior in the near‐linear Stage 2 may originate
from the small absolute inelastic strains developing here, the relative inelastic contribution to the total
deformation behavior (30%–50%) is significant and should therefore be considered alongside the
elastic behavior.

In the following, we demonstrate the effect of taking into account inelastic deformation during Stage 2, on in
situ stress changes, and on the partitioning of elastic strain energy available for release during fault rupture
(Mcgarr, 1999; Shipton et al., 2013). To do so, we apply our data to the case of the seismogenic Groningen gas
field in the Netherlands. We first estimate the in situ stress changes that would occur during pore pressure
reduction when treating the total deformation of the reservoir as if purely poroelastic, as is often done in geo-
mechanical studies (see Introduction). This (pseudo)‐elastic base case is then compared to the behavior
expected in the more realistic case where the reservoir compacts through combined elastic plus inelastic
deformation, described by the Stage 2 behavior of our samples.

7.2. Stress‐Strain Relations Applying During Pore Pressure Reduction
7.2.1. Poroelastic Relations
We take the Biot coefficient to be equal to 1 (i.e., similar pore and bulk volume response—see section 4.2.2)
and assume that the total vertical (overburden) stress remains constant during pore pressure reduction. The
incremental increase in effective vertical stress during pore pressure reduction can then be written as
dσ1

eff = −dPp, where pore pressure reduction is negative. The increments in vertical elastic strain (dεel,1)
and horizontal elastic strain (dεel,3) developing upon incremental changes in pore pressure and/or effective
horizontal stress (dσ3

eff) are then given by poroelasticity theory (Paterson & Wong, 2005; Wang, 2000) as
follows:

dεel;1 ¼ 2
9K

þ 2
6G

� �
dσeff3 −

1
9K

þ 2
6G

� �
dPp (4a)

and

dεel;3 ¼ 2
9K

þ 1
6G

� �
dσeff3 −

1
9K

−
1
6G

� �
dPp (4b)

where G is the shear modulus, relating to the bulk modulus (K), and the Young's modulus (E) through
G = 3KE/(9K − E). The change in the effective horizontal stress that would occur if reservoir deformation
is fully elastic is given as (Zoback, 2007)

Δσeff3 ¼ αΔPp
1−2νð Þ
1−νð Þ −1

� �
(5)

where v is the Poisson's ratio, which can be obtained through v = 0.5 − E/(6K).
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7.2.2. Plasticity Model Describing Stage 2 Behavior
We have shown that the inelastic strains developing during the Stage 2 part of the P–Δφt curves can be
described using plasticity theory combined with the modified Cam‐clay yield surface. Inserting the modified
Cam‐clay yield function (equation (1)) into the general inelastic flow rules outlined by Muir Wood (1991,
pp.107), as shown in supporting information S5, we obtain the following expressions for the increments in
inelastic vertical strain (dεi,1) and inelastic horizontal strain (dεi,3) developing during incremental reductions
in pore pressure and/or increases in effective horizontal stress, at any current state of differential stress (Q)
and mean effective stress (P)

dεi;1 ¼ dΔφi

dσ*

 
2Q

3PM2 −
4Q2

M4P2− QMð Þ2 þ
2
9

1−
Q
PM

� �2
 ! !

dσeff
3

−
4Q

3PM2 þ
4Q2

M4P2− QMð Þ2 þ
1
9

1−
Q
PM

� �2
 ! !

dPp

!
(6a)

and:

dεi;3 ¼ −
dΔφi

dσ*
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Q
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� �2
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(6b)

Here dΔφi

dσ*
is a factor expressing the hardening rate due to inelastic porosity reduction. Under uniaxial strain

boundary conditions expected to be prevalent in the reservoir, the total horizontal strain, which is the sum of
its elastic and inelastic components, must be equal to zero, so that dεtot,3 = dεel,3 + dεi,3 = 0. Using this rela-
tion and equations (4b) and (6b), we obtain the change in effective horizontal stress developing as the pore
pressure is reduced under uniaxial strain boundary conditions:

dσeff
3 ¼ −dPp

dΔφi

dσ*
Q

3PM2 −
2Q2

M4P2− QMð Þ2 þ 1
9 1− Q
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2
9 1− Q

PM

� �2� �� �
− 2

9K −
1
6G

� � (7)

7.3. Application to the Groningen Gas Field

We now apply the above equations to the case of the Groningen field. We assume an initial vertical effective
stress of 30 MPa (Hettema et al., 2000) and an initial horizontal effective stress of 8 MPa, as was estimated for
the Groningen field by Breckels and van Eekelen (1982), meaning that the initial values of P and Q are 15.3
and 22.0 MPa, respectively. During field production, the pore pressure dropped from an initial 35 MPa to the
current 8 MPa (NAM, 2016), while full depletion would mean a further drop to 0.1 MPa.

We first explore the effective horizontal stress changes that would occur for the elastic base‐case scenario.
The apparent bulk moduli (Ka) are equivalent to the total hardening rates (i.e., dP/dΔφt) described for
Stage 2 in our hydrostatic plus deviatoric tests (see section 4.2.1) and listed in Table 2. Apparent Young's
moduli are obtained using the uploading Q–εt data (Figures 4d–4f) measured within the same P–Δφt

Table 2
Input Parameters Used to Construct the Plots Shown in Figure 12

φ0 (%) Ea (GPa) Ka (GPa) Ga (GPa) va E (GPa) K (GPa) G (GPa) v dΔφi/dσ* (%/GPa)

13.4 13.8 8.3 5.6 0.22 22.0 11.0 9.4 0.17 3.6
21.5 8.6 5.7 3.4 0.25 13.7 7.8 5.7 0.21 6.0
26.4 5.7 4.1 2.2 0.27 10.1 6.2 4.1 0.23 10.3

Note. φ0 denotes the initial porosity. Ea, Ka, Ga, and va denote the apparent Young's, bulk and shear moduli, and the
apparent Poisson's ratio, which are obtained from uploading P–versus total porosity reduction and from Q versus total
axial strain data. E, K, G, and v denote the truly elastic Young's bulk and shear moduli and the Poisson's ratio, respec-
tively, and are obtained from unloading data. The dΔφi/dσ* term is the inelastic porosity reduction developing per unit
increase of hydrostatic mean effective stress.
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interval used in determining Ka. Using Ka and Ea, we calculate the corresponding apparent shear moduli
(Ga) and the apparent Poisson's ratios (va—Table 2), by using the poroelastic relations between K, E, G,
and v outlined in section 7.2.1. Inserting the resultant values of va into equation (5), σ3

eff is shown to
increase linearly with decreasing pore pressure to final values of 18, 19, and 20 MPa at a final Pp of
0.1 MPa, in low, intermediate, and high porosity sandstone, respectively. Hence, in the elastic base‐case
scenario, the in situ effective stress evolution shown by sandstones with a wide range of porosities (13%–
26%) is expected to be similar within 1 MPa. Moreover, comparing these predicted σ3

eff versus Pp data to
in situ σ3

eff versus Pp data (van Eijs, 2015) measured in the more porous parts of the field (mean
φ > 18%), it is evident from Figure 12a that the change in σ3

eff expected for an elastically deforming
reservoir grossly underestimates the measured values by 5 to 12 MPa, that is, by 30% to 60% of the
increase in σ3

eff.

We now consider themore realistic case where pore pressure reduction leads to combined elastic plus inelas-
tic Stage 2 deformation of the reservoir sandstone. To represent the elastic strain and stress changes devel-
oping in situ, we use values of the (true elastic) bulk modulus (K) and Young's modulus (E) obtained from
our unloading data at P = 50 MPa, Pc

eff = 40 MPa, and Q = 30 MPa. The K and E values obtained, and
the corresponding calculated values of G and v are listed in Table 2. Values of M were obtained at the same
stress conditions, that is, from the lowest inelastic porosity reduction contours to which Cam‐clay yield
envelopes were fitted (Figure 10). For simplicity, M is assumed to remain constant during deformation,
which is a reasonable approximation provided inelastic porosity reductions are small (<0.3%). The inelastic

hardening factors dΔφi

dσ* are equal to the inverse of the inelastic hardening rates (dP/dΔφi—similar values in

Stage 2 deviatoric and hydrostatic compression) given in section 4.2.1 and are listed in Table 2. Inserting

these values of K, G, M, and dΔφi

dσ* into equation (7), we calculate the effective horizontal stress increments

(dσ3
eff) developing during successive pore pressure reduction increments (dPp) of −0.1 MPa, recomputing

the new σ3
eff, Q, and P after each increment. For the stress changes obtained, the corresponding increments

of elastic (dεel,1) and inelastic vertical strain increments (dεi,1), are calculated using equations (4a) and (6a),
respectively. The cumulative elastic vertical strain (εel,1) and cumulative inelastic vertical strain (εi,1) are
each the sum of their preceding increments, while the total, uniaxial vertical strain is given as the sum of
these cumulative elastic and inelastic components (εel,1 + εi,1). The resulting predicted σ3

eff
–Pp behaviors

and total and elastic strain versus Pp curves are shown in Figures 12b and 12c, respectively.

Figure 12. Plots showing the effect of the inelastic contribution to compaction of Slochteren sandstone with initial poros-
ities (φ0) of 13.4%–26.4%, on predicted effective horizontal stress (σ3

eff) changes and elastic versus inelastic strain parti-
tioning during pore pressure (Pp) reduction under uniaxial strain conditions. (a) Evolution of σ3

eff with decreasing Pp,
obtained by taking Stage 2 uploading data as if fully poroelastic (see inset). Thus, obtained stress evolutions significantly
misrepresent the values measured in the field (open square symbols; van Eijs, 2015). (b) σ3

eff versus Pp behaviors obtained
by taking into account both the true elastic contribution (see inset (a)) and the inelastic contribution to the total defor-
mation behavior. Shaded areas indicate the error due to the error onM of ± 0.1. Thus, predicted σ3

eff
–Pp curves are much

more sensitive to φ0 than assumed poroelastic curves (a), while higher porosity sandstones much better represent the
measured in situ data. At fixed Pp, σ3

eff is expected to be higher still with decreasing strain rate (grey arrows). (c) Total and
elastic uniaxial vertical strain versus Pp data, predicted for combined elastic plus inelastic deformation.
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In Figure 12b, the shaded fields around the solid lines show the error in σ3
eff due to the error in M of ±0.1.

The horizontal effective stress increases nonlinearly with decreasing pore pressure. For low porosities, the
evolution of σ3

eff with decreasing pore pressure is similar to the behavior seen in the elastic base‐case
(Figure 12a). By contrast, for higher porosities, markedly higher effective horizontal stresses are seen, where
at full depletion, σ3

eff = 24.0 ± 1.2 MPa (φ0 = 21.4%–21.5%) and 26.0 ± 1.5 MPa (φ0 = 25.6%–26.4%). These
values are much closer (within 1–5 MPa) to the in situ data measured at the same pore pressure in the high
porosity (φ > 20%) regions of the reservoir, than obtained assuming purely elastic behavior (compare
Figures 12a and 12b).

Note that the present experimental data used to fit the above plasticity model were obtained at strain and
loading rates (_εt ~ 10−5 s−1; Ṗ ~ 0.1 MPa s−1) that are significantly faster than the strain‐rates of ~10−12 s−1

inferred in the reservoir over decades of production (Cannon & Kole, 2017). In previous experiments on
Slochteren sandstone, strain rates down to 10−10 s−1 were explored over the timescale of a week
(Pijnenburg et al., 2018), or down to 10‐11 s‐1 over several months (Hol et al., 2015), during which the inelas-
tic contribution to the total axial strain measured increased by 10% to 20%. Therefore, at the strain rates of
10−12 s−1 inferred for the Groningen gas field (Cannon & Kole, 2017) and for other fields (Mallman &
Zoback, 2007; Morton et al., 2001), inelastic deformation may play an even larger role than represented in
Figure 12 for Groningen, causing a larger increase in σ3

eff with decreasing Pp (grey arrows in Figure 12b).
We therefore suggest that the in situ stress evolution in Groningen and other hydrocarbon fields is best
represented by taking into account not only the elastic and inelastic contributions to deformation, but also
any rate‐sensitivity of the latter (cf. Pijnenburg et al., 2018).

At full depletion, the total, uniaxial vertical strains obtained for low, intermediate, and high porosity
sandstones are, respectively, 0.23% ± 0.05%, 0.45% ± 0.1%, and 0.66% ± 0.1%, to which elastic deformation
contributes 0.15% ± 0.02%, 0.22% ± 0.05%, and 0.28% ± 0.05%, respectively (Figure 12c). Hence, based on
these data, 30% to 50% of the total strain energy accumulating during pore pressure reduction is inelastic,
hence dissipated (cf. Hol et al., 2018; Pijnenburg et al., 2018). This is then unavailable for release during
fault rupture through seismicity and associated processes, such as frictional heating, fault asperity
breakage, wall‐rock damage, pore pressure changes, and fluid flow (Cooke & Madden, 2014; Mcgarr,
1999; Shipton et al., 2013). Finally, we note that the marked, porosity‐sensitive behavior shown by the
horizontal stress evolution and by elastic and inelastic deformation imply that different compaction
behavior and associated stress changes can be expected in a field like the Groningen field, where different
parts of the reservoir are characterized by markedly different mean porosities (Figure 1b). We accordingly
believe that incorporating inelastic deformation into geomechanical modelling of fields such as Groningen
will have significant impact on model outcomes on compaction, subsidence, stress evolution, fault
reactivation, and induced seismicity.

8. Conclusions

In this study, we quantified the elastic and inelastic contributions to the total deformation behavior of
Slochteren sandstones from the currently producing, seismogenic Groningen gas field in the
Netherlands (Figure 1). This was done by performing hydrostatic and deviatoric stress cycling
experiments under conditions of temperature (T = 100 °C) and pore fluid chemistry (~4 M saline brine)
relevant for the top of the Slochteren reservoir. A wide range of stress changes was employed to include
the stress conditions relevant for fluid extraction from reservoirs at depths up to 5 km and to cover the
Stages 1, 2, and 3d or 3c P–Δφt behavior (cf. Figure 2), in all our samples. Thus, we explored hydrostatic
mean effective stresses up to P = 320 MPa, differential stresses up to Q = 135 MPa, pore pressure of 0.1
or 1.0 MPa, and initial sample porosities (φ0) of 13.4% to 26.4%, covering the porosity range in the field.
An axial strain rate of 10−5 s−1 and a loading rate of ~0.1 MPa/s were used. We concluded the following
points:

1. Stress cycling did not affect the overall mechanical behavior of our samples (Figure 3).
2. Mean effective stress versus total (elastic + inelastic) porosity reduction data obtained in the present

combined hydrostatic plus deviatoric stress cycling tests (Figure 4), and in hydrostatic (Rene), stress
cycling tests (Figure 6) show typical Stages 1, 2, and 3d or 3c behavior as often described in the literature
(cf. Figure 2).
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3. Inelastic deformation contributes to 30% to 50% of the total porosity reduction at each stage, including
the near‐linear Stage 2, which has been often assumed to be fully poroelastic. The inelastic contribution
was larger in higher porosity samples.

4. The elastic bulk moduli (K) and Young's moduli (E) both showed a monotonic increase with increasing
P and φ0 (Figure 5). At P ≤ 30 MPa, K values obtained during deviatoric unloading were larger by
1–2 GPa than the values obtained during hydrostatic unloading, implying anisotropic behavior at these
low stresses. At P = 50–85 MPa, K values showed more isotropic behavior.

5. Quantitative microstructural investigation showed that the role played by intragranular cracking in
accommodating the inelastic deformations measured in reference samples deformed up to Stages 1, 2,
and 3c (Figure 7) was negligible, small, and large, respectively (Figure 8), as implied by the obtained,
stage‐specific changes in mean crack density per unit porosity reduction of 1.1, 32.4, and 110.7 mm
−2/%, respectively.

6. Therefore, the small, inelastic strains developing during Stage 2, expected to be relevant for sandstone
reservoirs undergoing pore pressure reduction are thought to be largely accommodated by intergranular
displacements developing normal and parallel to grain contacts that are weakly sutured, and/or clay
filled (e.g., Figures 9b and 9d), with a smaller role played by intragranular cracking. Intragranular
cracking was found to be more significant during nonlinear, Stages 3d (dilatant) and 3c (nonlinear com-
pactant) P–Δφt behavior (Figures 8d and 9f).

7. Stage 2 inelastic behavior was demonstrated to be well described by a plasticity model that utilizes the
modified Cam‐clay yield function (Figure 10), while obeying the normality condition (Figure 11), thus
implying isotropic behavior. This was not the case for the inelastic strains developing during Stages 3d
and 3c.

8. We applied this plasticity model in combination with poroelasticity theory to the case of the Groningen
gas field. It was shown that the in situ effective horizontal stress versus pore pressure data measured in
the reservoir were far better represented by this combined elastic plus inelastic model (up to 40% differ-
ence) than they were by assuming that the total behavior could be described using poroelasticity. This
was particularly apparent in the higher porosity materials (φ0 ≥21.4%).

9. Under modelled, uniaxial strain boundary conditions, again 30% to 50% of the total vertical strain was
found to be inelastic (i.e., dissipated) and is therefore unavailable for release through seismicity and
associated fault rupture processes. This effect is larger in higher porosity sandstones and is expected
to be larger still with decreasing strain rate.

10. Our results indicate that markedly different stress evolutions may be expected across a field character-
ized by nonuniform porosity, such as the Groningen field (Figure 1b). Therefore, taking into account the
inelastic contribution to the total deformation of reservoir sandstone has a key role to play in future geo-
mechanical modelling of induced seismicity and subsidence.
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